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ABSTRACT

A Program Verifier for Total Correctness
based on
Intuitionistic Type Theory

Michel Patrick Devine

A program verifier based on a variant of Intuitionistic Type Theory was developed to prove total correctness of applicative programs. The functional language Brouwer which was devised specifically for ease of verification includes such features as modules, high-order functions, polymorphic data types and abstract specifications. Verification is achieved through the use of proof rules expressed as VML (Verification Meta-Language) programs. Executable code for a traditional Von Neumann computer is obtained from type theoretical expressions by source-to-source transformation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The problem of correctness in computer science is one which has been extensively studied during the last few decades. Since 1959, many efforts have been made by computer scientists to describe the meaning (or semantics) of computer programs. However, the field of program specification and verification has so far seen relatively few major breakthroughs, as compared with other computer-related fields such as analysis of algorithms, computational complexity and compiler construction.

Why has correctness of programs lagged behind other disciplines? The answer lies in the theoretical complexity of the question of correctness itself.

Traditionally, programmers use 'debugging' to ascertain that their programs are working correctly. Having written a program, the programmer tries it out on a set of test cases which he believes will be sufficient to find all possible mistakes. Obviously, the validity of this approach depends heavily on the programmer's choice of test cases and his ability to detect mistakes. It is thus extremely error-prone, since the agent performing the testing has a
biased view of the validity of his/her work.

Large software producers like N.A.S.A. have hierarchical debugging systems involving large numbers of people. A program's specification is written by a team which passes on its requirements to a programming team. When the programming team has coded the program, a new team of people reads the code and attempts to find discrepancies between the specification and the implementation. Once past this stage, the program is sent to the debugging team, which tests it. If any problems are detected, a different team of programmers is called in to fix them, thereby ensuring a fresh outlook, and an entirely new reading and debugging team is used for the next stage. This process is repeated until no further problems are found.

With such an extensive (and expensive) debugging system, it is reasonable to expect the produced program to behave correctly. Unfortunately, this is not the case, as the problems encountered during the warm-up phase of some Space Shuttle launches have demonstrated [Gar81].

An automated program verifier can be described as a computer program whose input consists of two items of data: a specification and a program. The verifier attempts to prove mathematically that the program satisfies its supplied specification. If this can be done, no testing is required
since it has been shown that the program is necessarily correct for all possible sets of input.

This thesis describes the implementation of a program verifier based on constructive logic. The verifier checks for total correctness, i.e., that the program satisfies its specification and that it terminates. The language Brouwer has been developed to enable the formulation of theorems and proofs (specifications and programs) using programming language notation rather than pure logic. Brouwer is translated into logic for the purposes of verification. When the logical translation of the program is verified, it is further translated into a popular programming language (LISP) which may then be compiled. Thus it is possible (and practical) to compile logical formulae and their proofs. It is not suggested that logic be used to express programs (as in Logic Programming); rather, the logical expressions themselves can be seen as programs and consequently compiled.

Chapter 2 defines the correctness problem in computer science, describing briefly the existing verification methods and verification systems. The mathematical foundations for the Brouwer verifier are given in chapter 3, while chapter 4 consists of a description of the specification and implementation language used in our approach (Brouwer). The verification method is detailed in
chapter 5, along with an overview of a complete Brouwer verification system.

The source-to-source transformation scheme used to produce executable code from the implementation's proof is given in chapter 6. Finally, chapter 7 concludes the thesis and describes future work on the Brouwer verification system.
Chapter 2

The Problem of Correctness in Computer Science

This chapter presents a definition of the problem of program correctness and describes briefly the principal existing specification and verification techniques.

2.1 Definition of Specification and Verification

When programming a computer to perform a task, a formal notation is used to describe an algorithm. The problem to be solved can be thought of as a function from input to output values described by a specification. The specification typically includes constraints on input and output data as well as propositional rules detailing the desired behaviour of the solution (algorithm). This solution is called the implementation.

A specification can be weak, strong or complete. For example, a weak specification could be that program \( P \) accepts an integer value and returns an integer. This is a weak specification since it does not define how the result is to be derived from the input. Consequently, there is a multitude of programs which would exhibit this behaviour, e.g. the identity function, increment and decrement...
functions, etc. Most current compilers include rules for verification of weak specifications which are inherent in the semantics of the source language. These weak specifications are based on data type equality rules, and the process of verification is commonly called type checking. Type checking is used to spot source language expressions which are obviously illegal.

A complete specification is one which describes uniquely the program which the programmer must write, including all implementation details such as the choice of data structures. A strong specification is one which lies in the continuum existing between weak and complete specifications. We define informally a useful specification as a strong specification which describes the semantics of the task in enough detail to describe its properties fully, without relying heavily on a given implementation.

A typical example is the problem of sorting a linear list or array. Given a single sorting specification, we should be able to prove that implementations of insertion sort, quicksort, etc., all satisfy the specification.

The verification process consists of comparing the behaviour of the implementation with its specification. If the implementation behaves as required, we say that it 'satisfies' its specification.
Early verification techniques called for after-the-fact verification: one would propose a detailed specification and then build an implementation. The verification process consisted of assuming that the specification was definitive and checking for correctness. It is believed at present that specifications and implementations should evolve concurrently. A relatively weak specification is built, along with an implementation which satisfies it. The specification's requirements are then described in greater detail and the implementation is modified accordingly. Thus, the construction of specifications and implementations is an incremental process.

2.2 Partial and Total Correctness

A program is partially correct with respect to its specification if it behaves as required whenever it terminates. There is no guarantee that the program will terminate: indeed, a non-terminating program is partially correct. A program is totally correct with respect to its specification if the program is partially correct and it terminates.

Total correctness is a stronger property than partial correctness, and has been shown harder to prove since proof of termination is equivalent to the halting problem for Turing machines. However, there exists a large class of
important problems in computer science which require non-termination, such as operating systems and database managers.

2.3 Verification Methods

Several theories describing the semantics of programming languages exist, and they can be classified as follows: the operational, axiomatic and denotational approaches.

2.3.1 The Operational Approach

The semantics of programming language constructs are defined in terms of a low-level abstract machine and a collection of translation functions which convert source language programs to equivalent abstract machine programs. The basic assumption is that the abstract machine is extremely simple and that the meaning of its state transitions is intuitively obvious and unambiguous.

Verifying a program using this approach requires applying all of the relevant source language construct translators to the source program, resulting in a series of state transformations on the abstract machine. The low-level program is then executed for specific input data and correctness is determined by tracing through the
The operational approach is obviously equivalent to traditional program testing at a lower level of semantic complexity. Thus, it does not solve the general verification problem in a satisfactory fashion. The formal system of the operational approach has inherent limitations which inhibit the statement of general mathematical theorems. However, it has been used to generate test data automatically [How76] and can be extended to prove correctness mathematically.

2.32 The Denotational Approach

This approach was invented by Scott and Strachey [Sc70a, Sc70b, SS71, Sto77] and is based on the notion that programming language constructs are denotations for their abstract values. For each construct, a 'semantic valuation function' is defined (usually recursively) which maps its syntax to the abstract values which it denotes. The semantic functions are typically formulated using Church's \( \lambda \)-calculus [Chu51]. Several syntactical transformations (conversion rules) are available, e.g., functional application: \( (\lambda x.x + 1)4 = 4 + 1 \).

There are two possible evaluation (reduction) orders for \( \lambda \)-expressions: applicative order and normal order.
Formal mathematical formulae are strings of symbols and the evaluation process is usually expressed in terms of rewrite rules. Applicative order is 'evaluation from within' and it implies that the value of an expression depends on the values of its parts. Normal order evaluation proceeds 'from without' and it corresponds to call-by-need or lazy evaluation [Sto77]. When a \( \lambda \)-expression cannot be reduced (evaluated) any further, we say that it is canonical or normal. If a \( \lambda \)-expression has a normal form, then applying normal order reduction will always terminate [Sto77]. Applicative order reduction can be much faster (in terms of reduction steps), but there is no guarantee that the normal form can be found. The speed of normal order evaluation can be increased by using graphs to represent the \( \lambda \)-expressions; evaluating an expression then proceeds by graph reduction [Joh83]. Given a \( \lambda \)-expression such as

\[(\lambda x. \lambda y.y)(\lambda z. zz)(\lambda z. zz)(\lambda z. z + 1)\]

if applicative order is used, the application \( (\lambda z. zz) \lambda z. zz \) is an infinite loop! However, if normal order is used, then the argument is evaluated only when absolutely needed: in this case, not at all.

As can be seen from the example given, functions are first-class objects in the \( \lambda \)-calculus, in the sense that they can be passed as parameters, evaluated, returned as
function values and built at evaluation time. Since the semantic (valuation) function of a construct is a \(\lambda\)-expression, all \(\lambda\)-calculus syntactic transformation rules are available when building the valuation function of a program.

The specification of a program is written in the \(\lambda\)-calculus (with suitable high-level notation). Formally, it is the canonical semantic valuation function exhibiting the desired behaviour. Verifying a program consists of checking that the specification and implementation functions are equivalent \(\lambda\)-expressions, using the conversion and equality rules. The fact that abstract mathematical functions are used to describe the behaviour of programs makes it possible to state the programs' properties independently of specific input values. The disadvantage of the operational approach thus does not appear in the denotational approach.

It has been shown that the \(\lambda\)-calculus has the same expressive power as Turing machines, making it ideal to describe the semantics of programs written for Von Neumann computers. Since general recursion is used in the definition of semantic valuation functions, this method is most appropriate in verifying partial correctness.
2.33 The Axiomatic Approach

The semantics of programming/language constructs are described by the general form $P \mid S \mid Q$, where $S$ is a syntactic construct, $P$ is a precondition which must be true before execution of $S$, and $Q$ is a postcondition which must be true after execution of $S$. Note that both pre- and postconditions are assertions: logical formulae used to describe the required behaviour of the construct.

Floyd [Flo67] introduced the inductive assertion method where a predicate transformer - a function which maps an input assertion (precondition) and a syntactic construct to an output assertion (postcondition) - is provided for each syntactic construct in the language. In Floyd's work, the important predicate transformers are the strongest verifiable consequent (svc) transformers. Given a particular input assertion $P$, the strongest (most limiting) condition that can result from evaluating a syntactic construct 'const' is the value of 'svc ($P$, const)'.

The program to be proved must contain global pre- and postconditions ($P$, $Q$), as well as intermediate assertions ($P_1...P_N$) which are associated with strategic nodes of the control flow diagram (flowchart) of the program. These intermediate assertions are used to guide the verifier and to help pinpoint any potential errors. Verifying a program
consists of assuming the input assertion to be true and deriving assertions using the predicate transformers, that is, at point $P_i$ in the program, we perform $\text{suc}(P_i, \text{const}) = P_{i+1}$ where 'const' is the current syntactic construct.

If the derived assertions imply the user-supplied intermediate assertions the program segment processed so far is correct. If the final postcondition matches the derived assertion and the end of the program has been reached, then the program is correct. This method takes its name from the inductive character of deductions performed during the verification process, which can be shown in graphical form:

$$P \rightarrow P_1 \rightarrow P_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow P_N \rightarrow Q.$$  

One important problem with the inductive assertion method is that verifying a program involves a lot of work on the part of the programmer. Since all intermediate assertions must be supplied with the program, it may be hard to localize errors. Furthermore, the verifier might not have the deductive power to derive complex (but true) assertions. This is solved by supplying a large number of intermediate assertions to limit the complexity of the verification process.

The inductive assertion method can be augmented to prove total correctness by adding local information to check
for termination of loops. In this case, the program's output assertion must contain global information about termination.

Hoare's work [Hoa69] is based on Floyd's but he introduces the important difference that program semantics must be theorems in a deductive system. The notation $P \mid S \mid Q$ comes from Hoare, and his system includes axioms and rules of inference to prove new theorems. For example, given two statements $S_1$ and $S_2$, it is possible to compose their semantics by the following rule:

$$
\begin{array}{c}
P \mid S_1 \mid Q \\
\hline
Q \mid S_2 \mid R
\end{array}
$$

$$
P \mid S_1 ; S_2 \mid R
$$

No intermediate assertions are necessary since each construct in the language is provided with a set of associated rules of inference. We start with the input assertion and apply rules of inference to derive the final theorem. The semantics of adjacent syntactic constructs are thus coalesced to form the semantics of the program.

One advantage of the axiomatic method (from Hoare) over the inductive assertion method is that less work is involved in correcting a wrong program, since the intermediate assertions are deduced by the program verifier. While the order of verification is irrelevant in the inductive assertion method, in the axiomatic method it is necessary to
process the source program continuously. However, it is still possible for the verifier to be unable to prove a true theorem, due to lack of deductive power.

To prove total correctness, this method is augmented with inference rules for loop termination. These termination rules guide the selection of a single element from a well-ordered set for each pass through a loop. If all loops in a program can be shown to terminate, then the program as a whole terminates.

Dijkstra [Dij76] developed a constructive method for total correctness where the program and its proof of correctness are built concurrently. A predicate transformer which, given a syntactic construct and a postcondition, finds the least limiting precondition, is called a weakest precondition transformer \((wp)\). Dijkstra's method works 'backwards' as compared to Floyd's. The procedure leading to a totally correct program begins with selecting pre- and postconditions \(P\) and \(Q\) for the program. Starting with \(Q\), we use heuristic search methods to find syntactic constructs 'const' which get semantically 'closer' to \(P\), by performing \(wp\) \((\text{const}, Q)\). This is repeated, using \(Q_{i+1} = wp\) \((\text{const}, Q^1)\) as the new postcondition, until we arrive at a precondition \(Q^N\) which can be derived directly from \(P\).

\[
P \iff Q^N \iff Q^{N-1} \iff \ldots \iff Q^1 \iff Q
\]
If there is no syntactic construct which yields a 'closer' precondition to P, then we must backtrack.

While this method has the great advantage of building both a proof and a program, it is not amenable to machine implementation. Generating a correct program from a single pre- and postcondition pair is not practical since it requires an exhaustive search through the tree of all possible syntactic construct sequences for the 'right' sequence. However, it is possible to have a machine check the program produced by using the inductive assertion method on the series of constructs and assertions.

2.4 Verification in Brouwer

In the Brouwer system, a variant of denotational semantics is used to prove total correctness. A Constructive Type Theory (ITT, see chapter 3) forms the basis for verification, rather than λ-calculus. Brouwer is a functional language [Bac78] where data types and functions are first-class objects. Brouwer specifications are abstract data type definitions with an algebraic flavor [Gut77]. The semantic valuation functions map each construct in the source language to equivalent constructs in the type theory.

The power of the type theory is such that the
constraints for total correctness of Brouwer programs can be specified by a data type. The verification process becomes equivalent to strong type checking: a program is totally correct if and only if it has the required type. Unfortunately, type equality is undecidable in general. It is necessary for the programmer to give proofs of all deductive steps that the verifier cannot perform.

Since the value space of Brouwer is a formal type theory, the type checking involved is a purely syntactical process. Well-formedness rules dictate under which assumptions a particular type theoretical construct can be built. Verification of a program then involves checking that all assumptions hold. Brouwer uses 'after-the-fact' verification, but the specification and implementation can be built incrementally.

2.5 Existing Verification Systems

Most existing verification systems are based on Floyd's inductive assertion method or Hoare's axiomatic method. The Stanford Pascal Verifier is an axiomatic verification system for the language Pascal: assertions are inserted in the program text and proved by a powerful theorem prover. This system has seen extensive use and has been the basis for a proof of a compiler [Pol81], the largest verified program so far. Gordon and Milner [MMN75, LCF79] developed an
interactive system founded on denotational semantics with typed \( \lambda \)-calculus. This system (Edinburgh LCF) and its accompanying programming language ML allows one to derive theorems from terms and expressions written in ML.

The AUTOMATH group [vaD73, deB74] developed a proof checker which successfully checked formal proofs of the theorems of chapter 1 of Landau's 'Foundations of Analysis' [Lan55]. The AUTOMATH language greatly influenced the design of Martin-Lof's Intuitionistic Type Theory (ITT), which is the underlying framework of the Brouwer verifier.

Two groups are currently working on ITT as a basis for synthesizing correct programs: the PRL group at Cornell [CB83, CB84, CZ84] and the Programming Methodology group at Göteborg [Nor81, Dy83, Ny83, NS83, Pe83]. The PRL (Program Refinement Language) project is a direct descendant of the PL/CV projects [CJEB82, CZ84], and its aim is to produce an interactive specification environment. Specifications are written in a mathematical notation and the verifier automatically generates verification goals and subgoals (theorems and lemmas). It is the task of the programmer to guide the verifier in proving the theorems. The program verifier includes powerful verification tactics and only calls for guidance from the user when it is unable to prove a lemma or theorem. Once a specification is proved, it is entered into a knowledge base and can be used
by subsequent specifications.

The existing PRL system allows the user to reason about integers and lists of integers in a subset of ITT. This subset does not include higher-order functions. The Nearly Ultimate PRL system described in [CB84] is being developed presently and will contain all of the features of ITT (see Chapter 3).

The system developed at Göteborg is written entirely in ML and uses ML’s type checking facility (augmented to deal with ITT) to prove programs correct. The result is an interactive system with similar verification strategies to the ones used in Brouwer. The reliance on ML and LCF leads to a bottom-up approach to verification which makes the construction of proofs highly unnatural [Pet83].
Chapter 3

Constructive Logic and Type Theory

3.1 An Introduction to Constructive Mathematics

This section describes the salient points of Constructive Logic (CL) which provides the foundation for the Brouwer verifier. Differences between Classical and Constructive Logic are outlined.

In Classical mathematics, the mathematical objects are assumed to exist independently of our ability to perceive them, and the basic premise is that a proposition must be either true or false. Classical mathematical research thus consists of discovering objects and their properties.

Georg Cantor [Can55] introduced the notion of set: a set is a collection of elements of a given universe which share a common property. Many paradoxes emerged, the best known one being the paradox of the set of all sets. The formalist school led by Hilbert [Hil25] proposed to formalize mathematics completely by abstracting away the meaning of the mathematical terms and symbols. When this approach is taken, mathematics becomes a purely syntactical science, where the truth of a mathematical statement can be ascertained using rewrite rules.
In the monumental classic 'Principia Mathematica', Russell and Whitehead [RW96] use formal classical logic and the concept of classes in an attempt at eliminating several set theoretical paradoxes.

In 1907, Brouwer [Bro07] invented Intuitionistic mathematics (also called Constructive). Brouwer holds that mathematical objects are constructions of the human mind rather than independent objects. The primitive objects are given by the basic mathematical intuition, and they include natural numbers, the principle of induction and finite subsets of the natural numbers.

In Intuitionistic mathematics, the existence of an object depends on either concrete evidence for the object or a rule which yields the desired object when applied. An existential statement (proposition) is thus true if such a rule is found, false if it is proved that there can be no such rule. The halting problem for arbitrary Turing machines is an example of an undecidable problem: there exists no general decision rule which can predict whether a Turing machine will halt. A constructive proposition is thus a statement whose truth-value depends on the existence of a construction.

There are also undecided propositions: statements which could be true, false or undecidable, but for which no
evidence is currently available. An example of an undecided proposition is 'there are ten consecutive 7's in the decimal expansion of \( \pi \)'. Since this question cannot be answered currently, it is undecided and no further comment may be made on its truth-value.

3.2 Constructive Logic

Constructive falsity is '0 = 1', a proposition for which no construction exists. The statement 'P implies Q', written \( P \rightarrow Q \), is proved by supplying a rule which, given a proof (construction) of \( P \), yields a proof of \( Q \). The proof of an implication is a function whose domain and range are \( P \) and \( Q \), respectively. The negation of a proposition \( P \) can then be formulated as '\( P \rightarrow 0 = 1 \).

The statement 'P and Q', written \( P \& Q \), is proved by giving both a proof of \( P \) and a proof of \( Q \). The statement 'P or Q', written \( P \lor Q \), is proved by producing either a proof of \( P \) or a proof of \( Q \).

3.3 Constructive Proof Methods

The fact that a proposition is not necessarily true or false means that the Law of Excluded Middle does not hold in Constructive logic. Thus traditional proof methods such as indirect proof and proof by contradiction cannot be used.
The proof of a theorem must rely entirely on constructing arguments as needed.

It may seem that the prospects of constructive mathematics are dismal. Certainly, some theorems are much harder to prove constructively. However, Heyting [Hey56] and Bishop [Bis67] have shown that it is possible to formulate most of classical mathematics using only constructive arguments.

3.4 Propositions as Types

In light of the explanation of Constructive Logic given above, a constructive proposition can be associated with the type of its proofs. A proposition is true if its type is non-empty. This identification of propositions and types comes from Howard [How69]. It is possible to supplement this logic with universal and existential quantification by allowing free variables in type expressions.

Heyting [Hey56] expresses universal quantification as: 'for all \( x \) in A, \( B[x] \) holds' where \( B[x] \) is a proposition which depends on the value of \( x \). A proof of this proposition is a total function over the domain A which, given an object \( a \) of type A, yields a proof of \( B[a/x] \) (here \( a/x \) denotes substituting \( a \) for \( x \) in \( B \), see section 3.5). If no object of type A can be built (\( A \) is a false
proposition), then the universal quantification is true vacuously, even though it is impossible to build the proof of B.

Existential quantification is equivalent to: 'there exists some x in A, for which B[x] holds'. A proof of such a proposition consists of an element a of type A and a proof of B[a/x]. Since both a and B[a/x] are needed simultaneously, it is natural to insist that they be supplied as a pair.

3.5 Intuitionistic Type Theory

Intuitionistic Type Theory (ITT) is a constructive theory of types invented by Per Martin-Löf [ML76, ML79]. His intention was to develop a formal theory with enough expressive power to formulate the whole of Constructive mathematics. A type in ITT is a set with equality; it describes how to build elements of the type, and how to tell when two elements of a given type are equal. There are several statements (judgments) that can be made about types and their elements:
1) A is a type
2) A and B are equal types
3) a is an element of A
4) a and b are equal elements of A

The judgments are denoted by 'A type', 'A=B type', 'a : A' and 'a = b : A', respectively. The first judgment is a meta-predicate which checks for type well-formedness. The second judgment tests for type equality (which is undecidable in general), while the third one verifies that element a belongs to type A. The fourth judgment tests for equality of elements a and b, both of which must be of type A.

3.51 ITT Notation

The ITT notation used in this thesis adheres to the following conventions:

1. A string of ITT symbols is collectively called an expression, which can be a variable, a constant (0, 1, ...), or an abstraction. A lower-case letter is an element and an upper-case letter is a type. Since types are first-class objects, it is possible to have 'type-valued' elements. An abstraction has the general form '\( \lambda x : A e \)\', where x is a bound variable of type A and e is an arbitrary expression.
2. A variable occurring in a given ITT expression can be bound or free. The specific binding rules will be given for each construct but some general definitions can be made:

a) $x$ is free in $x$.

b) $x$ is free in the abstraction $(y : A)e$ iff
   
   $x$ is a different variable from $y$, is free
   
   in $A$ and free in $e$.

c) $x$ is bound in $(x : A)e$.

A variable occurring in an expression is bound if it is not free. The fact that variable $x$ may be free in expression $e$ is written '$e [x]$'. The sub-expression '(x : A)' denotes an explicit binding.

3. If $e [x]$ (x is possibly free in e), then we can substitute an arbitrary expression for $x$ into $e$. For example, given the function $\lambda x. x + 1$, the application $(\lambda x. x + 1)4$ proceeds by substituting the constant 4 for $x$ in '$x + 1$', resulting in '4 + 1'. Substituting a for $x$ in $e$ is written '$e [a/x]$'. If $x$ does not occur in $e$, then $e [a/x] = e$.

4. The type theoretical inference rules are of the form

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
A_1 & A_2 & \cdots & A_n \\
\hline \\
C \\
\end{array}
\]
where the $A_i$ (i=1,n) are *assumptions* which must be satisfied to enable us to deduce the *conclusion* C.

5. The fact that a variable $x$ is potentially free in an assumption is indicated by:

$$[x : A]$$

$$b : B$$

$$------------$$

$$C$$

which states that $b[x]$, $B[x]$ and $x : A$. This notation is equivalent to:

$$x : A$$

$$b[x] : B[x]$$

$$------------$$

$$C$$

3.52 Substitution Rules

$$[x : A]$$

$$a : A \text{ \_ \_ \_ \_ } B \text{ type}$$

$$------------$$

$$B[a/x] \text{ type}$$

This rule states under which conditions we can substitute the element $a$ of type $A$ into the type-valued expression $B$. Clearly, if $B$ depends on some $x$ of type $A$, then substituting $a$ for $x$ in $B$ results in a valid ITT type. Obviously, if $a : C$ and $C$ is not equal to $A$, then the substitution is invalid. The substitution rule for elements is:

$$[x : A]$$

$$a : A \quad b : B$$

$$------------$$

$$b[a/x] : B[a/x]$$
As explained above, it is possible for both element and type expressions to depend on the same variable. This is useful when formulating quantification, since both the proposition B and the proof must depend on x (see section 3.4).

There are rules for the substitution of equal elements of types and equal types, and these are given in the section devoted to equality in ITT.

3.53 Evaluation of ITT Expressions

In ITT, normal order reduction is used to evaluate expressions. The fact that an expression is in normal form can be ascertained by looking at its outermost construct. For example, even if the body b of the function \( \lambda x.b \) is unevaluated, the function is in normal form. An expression in normal form is canonical: it has itself as value.

3.54 ITT Types

A type is described by providing rules for type formation, element introduction, element elimination and equality.

The type formation rules describe the construction of valid type expressions, while the introduction rules define the allowable elements of a type. The elimination rules
show the mechanism used to evaluate noncanonical expressions and the equality rules describe the actual evaluation process. For each construct, the LISP representation used in the Brouwer verifier is given.

All of Martin-Löf's types are included, except for the well-ordering type. The well-ordering type defines a tree-like data structure with potentially infinite branching factor and an iteration construct on such trees. All of the existing program construction systems based on ITT have ignored well-orderings for pragmatic reasons. The PL/CV3 type theory of Constable and Zlatin [CZ84] uses well-orderings extensively, but PL/CV3 was never put into practical use: the project was abandoned due to technical difficulties. The PRL program synthesis system [CB79] is based on a subset of ITT including naturals and lists of naturals, but excluding high-order functions.

It is important to note that my version of the type theory differs from Martin-Löf's: modifications include explicit binding of variables in constructs, instead of the implicit bindings of pure ITT.
3.54.1 Functions

I. Function Formation

\[ [x : A] \]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{A type} \\
\hline
\text{B type} \\
\hline
(x:A) \rightarrow B \text{ type}
\end{array}
\]

An object of type \((x:A) \rightarrow B\) takes an object \(a\) of type \(A\) and returns the corresponding element \(b : B\ [a/x]\). If \(x\) is not free in \(B\), then \((x:A) \rightarrow B\) can be abbreviated \(A \rightarrow B\), which is the traditional function type. The function type constructor is right-associative.

\[ A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \leftrightarrow A \rightarrow (B \rightarrow C) \]

Unless otherwise stated, all ITT constructs are right-associative. The LISP representation of the function type constructor is as follows:

- (defrec /binding type variable)
- (defrec /abstract binding expression)
- (defrec /Pi domain range)

where domain is a binding record and the pair 'domain range' forms an abstraction. For a description of dialect of LISP used, see the Appendix A. Briefly, the function 'defrec' defines a LISP record, with functions for selecting fields by name, such as binding_type. The type \((x:A) \rightarrow B\) is represented as the hunk:
The function type constructor is called Pi for historical reasons: Martin-Löf initially used the notation $\prod x \in A B$. The generalized function type $(x:A) \rightarrow B$ is equivalent to universal quantification (see section 3.4) and $A \rightarrow B$ is constructive implication.

II. Function Introduction

$$\begin{align*}
[x : A] \\
b : B \\
\hline
(x:A).b : (x:A) \rightarrow B
\end{align*}$$

The original function object of Martin-Löf is of the form \(\lambda x.b\), with the binding \((x : A)\) implicit. A function is denoted in LISP by:

```
(defrec /lambda binding body)
```

where the pair 'binding body' forms an abstraction.

III. Function Elimination

$$\begin{align*}
c : (x:A) \rightarrow B \\
a : A \\
\hline
c(a) : B [a/x]
\end{align*}$$

This is the application of function \(c\) to the argument \(a\). Here \(c\) must be of form \(\lambda(x : A).b\). Functional application is left-associative in ITT. Application is represented by:

```
(defrec /apply function argument).
```
IV. Function Equality

\[
\begin{align*}
&\frac{[x : A]}{a : A \quad b : B} \\
&(\lambda (x:A).b) (a) = b [a/x] : B [a/x]
\end{align*}
\]

As can be seen, the equality rule contains information relevant to reduction of noncanonical objects. If \( x \) is not free in \( b \), then \((\lambda (x : A).b) (a) = b\), i.e. this function is constant.

3.542 Tuples

I. Tuple Formation

\[
\begin{align*}
&\frac{[x : A]}{\lambda \quad A \text{ type} \quad B \text{ type} \\
&(x:A) \times B \text{ type}
\end{align*}
\]

The variable \( x \) is bound in \((x:A) \times B\). If \( x \) is free in \( B \), \((x:A) \times B\) can be seen as a free-union in the Pascal sense [JW78]. Indeed, the tuple type corresponds exactly to a variant case where the element \( x \) of type \( A \) is the tag. This construct is richer than the Pascal free union since the tags are not limited to elements of scalar types: objects of any type can be used as tags, including functions and types.

If \( x \) is not free in \( B \), then \((x:A) \times B\) can be abbreviated as \( A \times B \), which is the product of types of standard denotational semantics. The tuple constructor is
represented in LISP by:

\[
(\text{defrec } \text{/sigma domain range})
\]

where \text{domain} is a binding and \text{range} is an arbitrary expression. Martin-Löf originally used the notation \((\exists x \in A)B\) for the tuple type.

If \(x\) is free in \(B\), then \(B[x] \) defines a family of types and the type \((x:A) \times B\) is equivalent to existential quantification over \(B\). The type \(A \times B\) corresponds to constructive conjunction.

II. Tuple Introduction

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a : } & A \\
\text{b : } & B[a/x] \\
\hline
\text{(a,b) : } & (x:A) \times B
\end{align*}
\]

To build an object of type \((x:A) \times B\), both \(a : A\) and \(b : B[a/x]\) must be supplied. If an \(a\) can be found such that \(b\) exists, then the existential quantification is proved, and if \(a\) and \(b\) are independent, then supplying both amounts to a proof of \(A \& B\). The object \((a,b)\) is called a pair or tuple. Tuples in LISP are:

\[
(\text{defrec } \text{/tuple first second}).
\]
III. Tuple Elimination

\[ x : A, \quad y : B \]
\[ c : (x:A) \times B, \quad d : C[(x,y)/z] \]

\[ \text{split} (c, (x:A)\cdot(y:B) \cdot d) : C[c/z] \]

In this case, \( c \) is a tuple and \( C \) is a type-valued expression with a free variable \( z \) of type \( (x:A) \times B \). The explicit abstraction \( '(x:A) \cdot (y:B) \cdot d' \) indicates that \( d \) can have \( x \) and \( y \) as free variables. LISP defines split as:

(defrec /split pair firstvar secondvar exp)

where \( \text{pair} \) must be a tuple, and \( \text{firstvar} \) and \( \text{secondvar} \) are bindings. In LISP, a split object has form

\[ \text{[split pair [abstract [binding type1 var1] [abstract [binding type2 var2] exp]]]} \]

IV. Tuple Equality

\[ x : A, \quad y : B \]
\[ a : A, \quad b : B[a/x], \quad d : C[(x,y)/z] \]

\[ \text{split} ((a,b), (x:A)\cdot(y:B)\cdot d) = d[a,b/x,y] : C[(a,b)/z] \]

A typical example of such a splitting operation is the selection of either component of a pair. The function head is defined as accepting a pair of type \( (x:A) \times B \) as parameter and returning the first component. Similarly, tail returns the second component:

\[ \text{head} := \lambda (\text{pair} : (x:A) \times B) . \text{split} (\text{pair}, (x:A) \cdot (y:B) \cdot x) \]
3.543 Free Unions

I. Free Union Formation

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{A type} \\
\hline
\text{B type} \\
\hline
\text{A + B type}
\end{array}
\]

The type \( A + B \) is the disjunction of the propositions \( A \) and \( B \). The two disjuncts must be independent. The free union type constructor is represented by:

\[ \text{(defrec } \text{/or type1 type2)}. \]

The disjunction type can be simulated with the tuple type \( (x: \text{boolean}) \ C \), where \( C \) can yield either \( A \) or \( B \), since it is simply a free union (variant case) with two alternatives.

II. Free Union Introduction

\[ \begin{array}{c}
a : A \\
\hline
\text{or1(a)} : A + B \\
\hline
b : B \\
\text{or2(b)} : A + B
\end{array} \]

The functions \( \text{or1} \) and \( \text{or2} \) are used here as tags for the elements of the different types \( A \) and \( B \). This is represented by:
(defrec /first expression)
(defrec /second expression).

III. Free Union Elimination

\[ [x : A] \quad [y : B] \]
\[ c : A + B \quad d : C[\text{or1}(x) / z] \quad e : C \ [\text{or2}(y) / z] \]
\[ \text{case} \ (c, (x:A) d, (y:B) e) : C \ [c / z] \]

The type-valued expression \( C \) can have a free object \( z \) of type \( A + B \). The name of this free variable is not known in the case expression. The corresponding LISP construct is:

(defrec /case criterion first second)
(defrec /alt assumption expression)

where \( \text{first} \) and \( \text{second} \) must be \( \text{alts} \) (alternatives). The alternative construct corresponds to an abstraction. Translating the case expression into LISP records gives:

\[
[\text{case crit} [\text{alt} \ [\text{abstract} \ [\text{binding} \ A \ x] \ d]]
[\text{alt} \ [\text{abstract} \ [\text{binding} \ B \ y] \ e]]
\]
IV. Free Union Equality

\[
\begin{align*}
[x : A] & \quad [y : B] \\
a : A & \quad d : C[\text{or1}(x)/z] & e : C[\text{or2}(y)/z] \\
\hline
\text{case (or1}(a), (x:A) d, (y:B) e) &= d[a/x] : C[\text{or1}(a)/z]
\end{align*}
\]

If the criterion indicates a value of the first type \( A \), then \( d \) is evaluated with the proper substitutions. The case expression is similar to

\[
\text{case crit of} \\
\begin{align*}
(x : A) & \rightarrow d, \\
(y : B) & \rightarrow e
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{esac,}
\]

since the value of the criterion gets bound to \( x \) or \( y \) (as the case may be) in the expressions \( d \) and \( e \).

\[
\begin{align*}
[x : A] & \quad [y : B] \\
b : B & \quad d : C[\text{or1}(x)/z] & e : C[\text{or2}(y)/z] \\
\hline
\text{case (or2}(b), (x:A) d, (y:B) e) &= e[b/y] : C[\text{or2}(b)/z]
\end{align*}
\]

Similar to the rule above.

\[\square\]
3.544 Finite Types

I. Finite Type Formation

\[ N_n \text{ type} \]

Here \( n \) must be a natural number. This is not stated as an assumption since the finite type can not be built in the ITT system: it is primitive.

II. Finite Type Introduction

\[ m_n : N_n \quad (m = 0, \ldots, n-1) \]

This type is equivalent to the traditional \textit{scalar} type. For example, \( N_0 \) is the type with no elements; \( N_1 \) has exactly one element (0) and \( N_2 \) is the same as \textit{boolean}. Note that the various elements of a finite type are not related to one another in any way. The LISP data structure for finite type elements is the same as that for natural numbers (see below).

III. Finite Type Elimination

\[ [x_m : N_n] \]

\[ c : N_n \quad c_m : C \quad [m_n / z] \quad (m=0, \ldots, n-1) \]

\[ \text{ncase} \ (c, \ (x_0 : N_n) \ c_0, \ldots, (x_{n-1} : N_n) \ c_{n-1} ) : C \ [c/z] \]

The criterion \( c \) in the \text{ncase} expression can have values between 0 and \( n-1 \), and alternatives (abstractions) are provided for each potential value. In LISP, this is represented as:
(defrec /ncase criterion alts)

where alts is a collection of alternatives.

IV. Finite Type Equality

\[ [x_m : N_n] \]
\[
c_m : C [m_n / z] \quad (m = 0, \ldots, n-1)
\]
\[ \text{ncase} (c, \ldots (x_m : N_n) c_m \ldots) = c_m [c/x_m] : C [m_n / z]. \]

3.544 Natural Numbers

I. Natural Formation

N type

Once again, no inference rule is given since the natural number type N is primitive.

II. Natural Introduction

\[ 0' : N \]
\[ a : N \]
\[ \quad \rightarrow \quad \]
\[ a' : N \]

The notation \( a' \) represents the successor of \( a \). The following are the LISP data structures for natural numbers:

(defrec /zero)

(defrec /succ argument).
For example, the number 4 is represented by
\[\text{succ [succ [succ [succ [zero]]]]}\].

III. Natural Elimination

\[\begin{align*}
x &: \text{N}, \quad y &: \text{C} [x/z] \\
c &: \text{N}, \quad d &: \text{C} [0/z] \quad e &: \text{C} [x'/z] \\
\text{loop} (c, d, (x:N) (y:C [x/z]) e) &: \text{C} [c / z]
\end{align*}\]

The loop construct corresponds to mathematical induction. The variable \(x\) is bound to the current index of the loop, \(y\) is bound to the result of the previous iteration, and \(c\) is the upper bound on the index. The expression \(d\) is the induction basis, and \(e\) represents the induction step. The LISP version of the loop is:

\[
(\text{defrec} /\text{loop} \ \text{count} \ \text{first} \ \text{index} \ \text{result} \ \text{next_val})
\]

which gets translated into

\[\begin{align*}
\text{loop} \ &\text{count} \ \text{first} \ [\text{abstract} \ [\text{binding} \ N \ \text{index}], \\
&\text{abstract} \ [\text{binding} \ C[\text{index}/z] \ \text{result}], \\
&\text{next_val}]]
\end{align*}\]
IV. Natural Equality

\[
[x : N], [y : C \, [x/z]]
\]

\[
d : C \, [0/z] \quad e : C \, [x'/z]
\]

\[
\text{loop} (0, d, (x:N) \, (y : C \, [x/z]) \, e) = d \, \check{C} \, [0/z]
\]

This is the rule for the induction basis. The evaluation rule for the induction step is:

\[
[x : N], [y' \, : C \, [x/z]]
\]

\[
a : N \quad d : C \, [0/z] \quad e : C \, [x'/z]
\]

\[
\text{loop} (a', d, (x:N) \, (y : C \, [x/z]) \, e) = e \, [a, \, \text{loop} (a, d, (x:N) \, (y : C[x/z]) \, e) \, / \, x, y] : C[a'/z]
\]

An example will make this clear:

\[
\text{loop} (2, 3, (x:N) \, (y:N) \, y')
\]

\[
= (\text{loop} (1, 3, (x:N) \, (y:N) \, y'))'
\]

\[
= ((\text{loop} (0, 3, (x:N) \, (y:N) \, y'))')'
\]

\[
= ((3')')'
\]

\[
= 5
\]

Here, the index variable \(x\) is not free in \(y'\) and does not contribute to the computation. It is easy to see that writing

\[
\text{loop} (a, b, (x:N) \, (y:N) \, y')
\]

where \(a\) and \(b\) are natural is a definition of addition.
3.546 Equality Type

I. Equality Formation

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{A type } a : A \quad b : A \\
\hline
\text{Eq (A, a, b) type}
\end{array}
\]

The equality type, although admittedly synthetic, is very important: it permits the unification of type theory and logic.

II. Equality Introduction

\[
\begin{array}{c}
a = b : A \\
\hline
\text{eq\_proof : Eq (A, a, b)}
\end{array}
\]

The special element `eq\_proof` only exists if it can be shown that \( a = b : A \). The usual reflexive, symmetric and transitive properties of equality can be shown as inference rules. The rules for determining whether two ITT expressions are equal can be found in Appendix B. LISP uses the following data structures for equality types:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(defrec /Eq type exp1 exp2)} \\
\text{(defrec /eq\_proof)}
\end{align*}
\]
III. Equality Elimination

\[
\text{eq\_proof} : \text{Eq} (A, a, b) \\
\text{a} = \text{b} : A
\]

Given an element of \( \text{Eq} (A; a, b) \), we can conclude that \( a \) and \( b \) are equal elements of type \( A \). This is used extensively in the verification process along with the substitution rules, since substitution of equals preserves meaning.

IV. Equality Evaluation

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a} = \text{b} : A & \quad \text{d} : C [\text{eq\_proof} / z] \\
\text{Test} (\text{eq\_proof}, \text{d}) & = \text{d} : C [\text{eq\_proof}/z]
\end{align*}
\]

This is a conditional test on the existence of the equality proof for the assertion (proposition) \( a = b : A \). The test construct controls the evaluation of expressions whose meaning depend on finding an equality proof.

3.547 Universes

I. Universe Formation

\[
U_n \text{ type}
\]

Universes are primitive types and are indexed by natural numbers e.g. \( U_0 \). LISP represents universes by:

\[
\text{(defrec /universe size)}
\]

where size must be a LISP integer.
II. Universe Introduction

Universes are finite types forming an ascending chain such that all types in $U_n$ are also in $U_{n+1}$.

$$
\begin{align*}
U_0 & : U_n \\
U_{n-1} & : U_n
\end{align*}
$$

The types $N$ and $N_n$ are elements of $U_0$. The type constructors (function, tuple and free union) are elements of the universe for which the following inference rules apply:

\begin{align*}
[x : A] \\
A : U_n & \quad B : U_n \\
\frac{}{(x:A) \rightarrow B : U_n}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
[x : A] \\
A : U_n & \quad B : U_n \\
\frac{}{(x:A) \times B : U_n}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
A : U_n & \quad B : U_n \\
\frac{}{A + B : U_n}
\end{align*}

and the equality type $\text{Eq} (A, a, b)$ is an element of $U_n$ if $A : U_n$, $a : A$ and $b : A$. 

III. Universe Elimination

\[ A_n : U_n \]

A type

If \( A : U_n \), then \( A \) is a type, and \( A \) is automatically a member of \( U_{n+1} \), as stated above. There is no equality rule for universes since we cannot evaluate them.

3.6 Modifications to the Type Theory

Experience with ITT as a programming language led to the discovery of limitations and desirable additions to the type theory for the purpose of verification.

3.61 Finite Types

Finite types are primitive in ITT. While this may seem desirable at first glance, it invalidates many useful applications. For example, the type of an array containing 3 naturals can be described as: \( N_3 \rightarrow N \). Thus an array is a function and indexing the array involves a function call. An advantage of this description is that consistency with array bounds is ascertained at compile time: since the index expression must be of type \( N_3 \), no run-time checks are necessary. The general array constructor is of type

\[(\text{type} : U_4) \times (n : N) \rightarrow (N_n \rightarrow \text{type})\]

So, array \((N, 10)\) should yield a function of type \( N_{10} \rightarrow N \).
Unfortunately, $N_n$ cannot be built for an arbitrary natural number $n$. The finite type formation rule must be changed to:

$$
n : N \quad \frac{}{\text{type}} \quad N_n
$$

The array function can be formulated as:

$$\lambda((\text{type}, n) : (U_A \times N)) \lambda(idx : N^n) \quad \text{ncase}(idx, \ldots, \ldots)$$

where the ncase expression has precisely idx case clauses.

The current loop construct only iterates on expressions of type $N$. Since finite types and $N$ are disparate, arbitrary arrays cannot be built in this type theory.

3.62 Let Expression

A lexically-scoped 'let' construct has been added to the type theory to facilitate the production of programs. The let construct is not a type but an evaluation mechanism, whose effect is to define an evaluation context.

II. Let Elimination

$$[x : A] : A \quad \exp [x] : B \quad \frac{}{\text{let} (a, (x : A) \exp) : B}$$
III. Let Equality

\[
\begin{align*}
[x : A] \\
\text{a : } A \quad \text{exp}[x] : B \\
\text{let } (\text{a, (x : A) exp}) = \text{exp}\ [\text{a/x}] : B
\end{align*}
\]
Chapter 4

Description of the Brouwer language

4. Brouwer, the language

Brouwer is a language designed to be readily verifiable. While most verification systems have different notations for specifications, implementations and proofs, Brouwer uses a single notation. This is possible because Brouwer is based on Intuitionistic Type Theory: a specification is a data type, a program is a proof, and each is a valid Brouwer expression.

The Brouwer source language is a programming language notation for ITT, with syntactic abbreviations for standard operations. A Brouwer program is scanned, parsed and translated into equivalent ITT constructs by semantic action routines. Since it is impossible for any ITT expression to produce side-effects, Brouwer is a functional language [Bac78]. The complete grammar for Brouwer can be found in Appendix C.
4.2 Brouwer Types

4.21 Primitive Types

Brouwer contains several primitive types which have exact equivalents in the type theory. These are void, the type with no elements; unity, the type with exactly one element (0); boolean, the type with elements true and false; and scalar, which is defined either with a list of identifiers:

\[ \text{scalar (RED, GREEN, BLUE)} \]

or with a natural number which indicates the number of elements in the scalar type, e.g. scalar 4 has elements 0, 1, 2 and 3. In particular, void, unity and boolean are identical to scalar 0, scalar 1 and scalar 2, respectively. These scalar types are equivalent to the finite types of chapter 3.

The type natural corresponds to the type of all natural numbers, and the type universe corresponds exactly to the ITT universe type. A particular ITT universe is selected by supplying a natural number, e.g. universe 3. As in the case of scalar types, the parameter defining the universe must be an explicit constant at verify-time.
4.22 Type Constructors

A type constructor is provided corresponding to each of the (constructed) IIT types. Their respective syntax is:

\[
\begin{align*}
eq \text{type} & \quad ::= \text{type expression}_1 = \text{expression}_2 \\
\text{func}_\text{type} & \quad ::= \text{domain} \rightarrow \text{range} \\
\text{tuple}_\text{type} & \quad ::= \text{domain} \& \text{range} \\
\text{union}_\text{type} & \quad ::= \text{type}_1 \mid \text{type}_2
\end{align*}
\]

The grammar of Brouwer does not restrict the expressions allowable; the program verifier (see chapter 5) checks for well-formedness of all expressions and types according to the rules of IIT.

4.23 The Context Meta-Type

The special type context asserts that it the type of an expression can be extracted from context. For example, if a function BIG expects another function SMALL as argument, and the parameter's domain and range types can be deduced, we can write:

\[
\text{BIG : (SMALL : context T \rightarrow T) \rightarrow ...}
\]

instead of the usual Curried function:
BIG : (T : universe O) -> (SMALL : T -> T) -> . . .

4.3 Objects and Evaluators

The objects in Brouwer are functions, tuples, free unions, natural numbers, equality proofs and the elements of the scalar types. The syntax of a function is

```
function ::= 'function' '(' par_list ')' expression 'end'
par_list ::= param par_list | param
param ::= ident_list ':' type
```

Each parameter must consist of at least one identifier and a type. The function is transformed into a Curried \( \lambda \)-expression and components of the parameter list - which denotes an implicit tuple - are translated into splitting constructs, which are substituted, when necessary, in the body of the function. A function call is of the form:

```
func (argument)
```

Tuples are represented by \([ exp0; \ldots ; expN] \) and are translated into \( '(exp0, \ldots , (expN-1, expN)\ldots )' \) by the semantic action routines. Tuples are evaluated by the 'split' construct, whose semantics are identical to ITT's split.

```
split TUPLE into \([ x : A ; y : B ] \) in expression end
```
It is also possible to reference a tuple's components by name. If a tuple type has the form:

\[
\text{TUP} ::= (N_1 : T_1) \& (N_2 : T_2) \& \ldots \& (N_n : T_n)
\]

then TUP.Nm is equivalent to the required projection expression.

Free union objects are denoted by \textbf{first} (expression) and \textbf{second} (expression). The evaluator for free unions is:

\[
\text{case expression of}
\begin{align*}
\{ y : \text{typ1} \} & \rightarrow \text{expression,} \\
\{ z : \text{typ2} \} & \rightarrow \text{expression}
\end{align*}
\text{esac}
\]

It may seem that both scalars and free unions can use the case expression unambiguously. This is usually true, since the number of alternatives is always two for disjoint unions. However, if the free union is of the form A + A, it is not possible to decide the type of the expression at translation time. Thus, the \texttt{case} expression with similar format for the alternatives is provided for scalars. A useful shorthand notation for the boolean type is

\[
\text{if expression then true_exp else false_exp fi}
\]

The natural numbers are represented by 0, 1, 2, \ldots and the
expression a' corresponds to ITT's a'. The evaluator for natural is the iterative construct 'loop'.

```plaintext
loop to COUNTER giving (LAST_VALUE : LTYPE)
  zero +-> FIRST_VAL
  succ I +-> NEXT_VAL
pool
```

and its meaning is identical to

```plaintext
loop (COUNTER, FIRST_VAL, (I : natural)
   (LAST.VALUE : LTYPE)
   NEXT.VAL
)
```

where the giving clause is optional. The let expression is formulated as

```plaintext
let ident : type
  in
  expression
```

4.4 Brouwer's encapsulation mechanism: the Module

The encapsulation mechanism used in Brouwer is the module. A module consists of several sections: the module header, the import and export lists, the declaration section and the property section.

```plaintext
module ::= module_head in_out_lists decls
  properties 'eludom'
module_head ::= 'module' id_with_type
```
The module header consists of a module name and, optionally, a module type. The type is used to distinguish between specification and implementation modules. Specification modules must have universe types and the instantiation of such a module is closely analogous to a function call. For example, a `stack specification module` could have the following header:

```
module STACK_SPEC : (T : universe 4)
```

and the implementation module could then have the header

```
module STACK : (ELEMENT_TYPE : universe 4) ->

STACK_SPEC (ELEMENT_TYPE)
```

The interface between a module and its environment is controlled by the import and export lists.

```
in_out_lists ::= imports exports
imports ::= 'import' ident_list | ε
exports ::= 'export' ident_list | ε
```

Declaration before use is strictly enforced; in this case, names on the import list must have been exported by a previously seen module. All of the exported definitions of a module whose name appears on an import list are visible.
The export list controls precisely which local declarations are visible from outside the module. Names on the export list are made visible only to the next module level unless the current module is global, in which case all modules can access the name. This mechanism makes it possible to hide implementation-dependent information.

```
module Small_module
    export A, B, C

    define A : natural ::= 0

    module B
        export C, D

        define C : ... ::= ...

    module D

    eludom { D }
    eludom { B }.

    define E : boolean
        ::= ... C ...
    eludom { Small_module ; }
```

In this example, A, B and C are exported to the global level by module Small_module. Note that since C is defined in a nested module, it must be exported to Small_module.

The declaration section of a module has the following syntax:

```
dec_list ::= dec_list decl | decl
decl ::= module | 'define' typed_id decl_val
```
\[ \text{decl_val} ::= '==' \text{expression} | \epsilon \]

The declaration list contains local definitions with type declarations and the value is optional. The type of a variable even if its value is given in a different module. Any nested module can access definitions from a lexically enclosing module provided that they are explicitly imported and they have been already defined. The syntax for the property section is:

\[ \text{property} ::= \text{prove} \text{typed_id decl_val} \]

The property section of a module has syntax identical to that of the declaration section (except for the choice of keywords) and the semantics are very similar. In a specification module, this section holds the properties which the local programs must have. These properties are proven by the programmer in the matching property section of the implementation module.

The property section is redundant since any theorem can be defined as a declaration, but it contributes to the algebraic flavor of specifications by making a distinction between objects and their properties.
The module does not have an analog in the logic: it is a language feature which does not survive the translation of the program into ITT. However, it is possible to view the result of the instantiation of a module as a tuple of 'let' constructs defining the various values and types.

4.5 Recursion in Brouwer

General recursion is not allowed in Brouwer and this would seem to be an important disadvantage, rendering the potential usage of the language extremely limited. However, the facts that functions and types are first-class objects and that there exist operators on both, permits us to compute a substantially larger class of functions than the restriction would tend to imply. Consider the task of "", an iteration operator on functions. Given a function \( f \) of type \( \text{type } T \rightarrow T \), where \( T \) is some type, and a natural number \( n \), we can build the function \( f(f(\ldots f(x))\ldots)) \) with \( n \) terms \( f(\ldots) \), in which \( x \) is a formal parameter of type \( T \). The operator "" is defined to be of type

\[
\text{""} : (\text{context } T \rightarrow T) \& \text{natural} \rightarrow (T \rightarrow T)
\]

and is built with the inductive construct

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{function (F : context; N : natural)} \\
\text{loop to N giving (PREDFUN : T \rightarrow T)} \\
\text{zero: \rightarrow Id (T),}
\end{align*}
\]
succ I \mapsto \text{function}\ Y : T \ F\ (\text{PREDFUN}\ (Y))
end
pool
end

where the function \text{Id} is defined as

\text{define}\ \text{Id} :\ (T : \text{universe\ 4}) \rightarrow (T \rightarrow T)
\quad \equiv \text{function}\ X : T \ X
end

It would, of course, have been more palatable to formulate as

\text{function}\ (F : \text{context}; N : \text{natural})
\quad \text{if}\ N = 0\ \text{then}
\quad \quad \text{Id}\ (T)
\quad \text{else}
\quad \quad \text{function}\ Y : T
\quad \quad \quad F\ ((F \ ^{(N - 1)})\ Y)
\quad \quad \end
\quad \fi
end

The main problem here is that \text{''} is recursively defined which cannot be allowed because of the possibility of non-termination inherent in general recursion. However, it can be argued that the inductive definition is clear since it exposes some of the details of the implementation.
4.6 Boolean Connectives

This section presents simple Brouwer programs for the boolean connectives and, or and not.

\[
\text{and : (boolean \& boolean) \rightarrow boolean} \\
\text{== function (a, b : boolean)} \\
\text{if a then} \\
\text{b} \\
\text{else} \\
\text{false} \\
\text{fi} \\
\text{end}
\]

\[
\text{or : (boolean \& boolean) \rightarrow boolean} \\
\text{== function (a, b : boolean)} \\
\text{if a then} \\
\text{true} \\
\text{else} \\
\text{b} \\
\text{fi} \\
\text{end}
\]

\[
\text{not : boolean \rightarrow boolean} \\
\text{== function (a : boolean)} \\
\text{if a then} \\
\text{false} \\
\text{else} \\
\text{true} \\
\text{fi} \\
\text{end}
\]

Note that since boolean objects are computable in all cases, the definitions of these logical connectives are essentially identical to the classical formulations. Any expression can be returned as the value of a function.
4.7 Finite Lists

While generalized arrays are not available in Brouwer, finite lists can be formulated readily. The list constructor 'list' is a function which takes 3 parameters: the type of the elements, the number of elements and the initializing value. The type of a finite list is computable and is defined as

define nil : unity
    ::= 0

define lis_typ : (universe.4) & (natural) -> universe.4
    ::= function (T : universe.4; n : natural)
        loop to n giving (ltyp : universe.4)
        zero  -->  unity,
        succ I  -->  T & ltyp
        pool
    end

The list type depends on the desired number of items; the empty list marker nil is also used as a list terminator. The general list constructor is

define list : (T : universe.4; n : natural; first : T) -> (natural & lis_typ (T,n))
    ::= function (T : universe.4;
                  n : natural;
                  first : T)
        loop to n giving (l : lis_typ(T,1))
        zero  -->  nil,
        succ I  -->  (first, l)
        pool
    end
end

All of the usual operations on lists can be defined: for example, the extraction of an element corresponds to a single loop on its index. Changing the value of a component of a list results in the creation of a new list, since there is no concept of store in Brouwer. Clearly, objects of any type can be organized in lists.

4.8 The Ackermann Function

The Ackermann function demonstrates the power of high-order functions, since it is the traditional example of a non-primitive recursive function. The Ackermann function can be stated as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ack}(0, n) &= n + 1 \\
\text{Ack}(m, 0) &= \text{Ack}(m-1, 1) \\
\text{Ack}(m, n) &= \text{Ack}(m-1, \text{Ack}(m, n-1)) \quad \text{if } m, n > 0
\end{align*}
\]

The Brouwer formulation of this function is actually built with three distinct functions.

```
first := function (n : natural)
   n
end

next := function (g : natural -> natural)
   function (x : natural)
      (g^n)(x)(g(1))
   end
end
```
Ack := function (m,n : natural)
       ((next^m)(first))(n)
end
Chapter 5

The Brouwer Program Verifier.

An overview of the Brouwer verification system is given and the choice of the application language is justified. A Verification Meta-Language (VML) is employed to present the verification rules corresponding to the various ITT constructs.

5.1 System Overview

The Brouwer system is an interactive specification and verification environment for proving programs totally correct.

```
Brouwer Source Language
   ↓
Lexical Scanner and Parser
   ↓
Symbol Table and Semantics Actions
   ↓
ITT Verifier     Logic to LISP
```

The syntax of a Brouwer source file is analyzed by the lexical scanner and parser. When a production is reduced in
the parser, a semantic routine is executed to update the
symbol table or generate ITT expressions representing the
semantics of the source constructs. The semantic action
routines are the concrete realizations of the semantic
valuation functions which map Brouwer constructs to ITT
expressions.

When a declaration is found, the verifier is invoked by
the semantic routines. If the declaration is verified to be
correct, i.e., the program satisfies its specification, the
ITT expression is translated into executable LISP code and
installed in the global working environment. Currently,
LISP is the command language for the execution of Brouwer
programs.

The Brouwer verifier is written in LITHP, a dialect of
LISP [McC80] developed by H.J. Boom for the VAX 11/780
computer, running under VAX/VMS. The LISP language is ideal
for implementing the Brouwer verifier because it allows the
manipulation of symbolic information in a very natural
fashion. However, LISP is ill-suited for lexical scanning
and parsing, and the advantages of traditional imperative
languages like Pascal [JW78] for these tasks are obvious.
This problem is solved in a rather unorthodox fashion by
linking LISP with Pascal, thereby benefiting from the best
of both worlds.
5.2 Lexical Scanner and Parser

The Brouwer grammar (see Appendix C) is fed to H.J. Boom's parser generator ANAL, resulting in a set of SLR(1) parsing tables. A Pascal program performs scanning actions and interprets the tables. Since LISP needs the symbol table during the verification process, a communication scheme is set up to permit information transmission between LISP and Pascal.

Two variants were implemented: linking the object code produced by the Pascal compiler directly into the LISP system as 'resident' code, and passing messages through VAX/VMS mailboxes.

5.21 Linking Pascal and LISP

The parsing executive function PARSE is written in MACRO (VAX assembler) and is linked with the LISP system. Calling Pascal involves hiding the Pascal stack frame from the LISP garbage collector by faking a large reserved area on the stack for all of Pascal's local variables. The parser is invoked by calling PARSE with the semantic action routine SLR_ACTION as parameter. The parsing schedule follows:
Initialize parser;
while not (end-of-file or error) do
  wait for reduction;
  if reduction found then
    hide Pascal stack frame;
    call SLR_ACTION with production number;
    return SLR_ACTION status code to Pascal
  fi
od

The problem with this approach is that whenever a change needs to be made to the parser, the LISP system must be relinked, meaning that the verifier system — which is a LISP world — must be regenerated.

5.22 Satellite Communication

The second solution is to run the Pascal parser as a detached process under VMS (a satellite to the LISP system). Two mailboxes are created to allow inter-process communication, and to avoid the problem of a process reading its own message. The following protocol defines the parser-semantics interface:
At the beginning of a Brouwer session, the parser process is created and it remains available until explicitly aborted. This arrangement allows cheap revision of both the parser and the semantic action routines, since the LISP system's object code is stable: we need not regenerate the verifier 'world' (see Appendix A).

5.3 Brouwer System Organization

The verifier consists of several functionally separate modules. These verification tools are described in this section.
5.31 The Assumption List

All information deduced by the verifier is represented by assumptions. The collection of all knowledge is organized into an assumption list, where each cell has the form:

(defrec /assumption type name value).

The assumption list is passed as a parameter to the various verification modules, enforcing lexical scoping on the visible information.

5.32 Verification Tools

The main executable is VERIFY which is invoked as:

(verify assump_list exp spec)

where assump_list is the system assumption list of the preceding section. Such a call to VERIFY is equivalent to 'exp : spec' in type theoretical terms. Note that 'spec' is not always a type: the verifier uses internal meta-types (see section 5.33). VERIFY returns the actual type of exp if exp satisfies the specification spec. If the verification fails, an error message is emitted. FREEIN is
a routine which is called as in

\[ \text{(freein var context)}, \]

and which returns a status code indicating whether 'var' is free in 'context'. The 'context' can be an ITT expression or the system assumption list. The call \( \text{(freein var assump_list)} \) corresponds to a search of the knowledge base for a previous definition of var. This search is performed when installing new information in the knowledge base: if var is free, then we must change the name to avoid variable capture.

The module REDUCE evaluates an expression by normal order reduction based on the Equality rules of Chapter 3. An invocation of REDUCE must be of the form:

\[ \text{(reduce assump_list exp)} \]

This function is an interpreter for ITT. One possible source of problems is the reduction of a function taking an element from \( N_0 \) since this amounts to a counterfactual hypothesis:

\[ \text{false } \rightarrow \text{ anything} \]

Reducing such a function can cause the interpreter to loop
forever. A global variable REDUCE_CYCLES is arbitrarily set to 1000 to control the maximum number of reduction steps allowed for a single expression. Counterfactual hypotheses have not proved particularly useful in formulating specifications or programs.

As seen in chapter 3, evaluation depends on rewrite rules or substitution. The module SUBST, invoked by

$(\text{subst new old exp}),$

replaces all free occurrences of 'old' in 'exp' by 'new'. The SUBST routine renames variables when necessary, to avoid variable capture. The module ITT_EQ tests for equality of two ITT expressions. The call

$(\text{itt_eq assump_list exp1 exp2})$

constitutes a request to the ITT_EQ module to prove that exp1 = exp2. Two expressions are equal if they are syntactically identical. The REDUCE module is used to simplify the two expressions, one construct layer at a time. The assumption list can contain clues useful in proving equality. If it is known that $A = B$, then, by symmetry, $B = A$. There exist rules for symmetry and transitivity of expressions, as well as rules for term equality for each construct in ITT. For example, the rule
\[ a = b : N \]
\[ a' = b' : N \]

can be interpreted as: to prove that \( a' = b' \), prove that \( a = b \). The complete list of term equality rules can be found in Appendix B. The strategy employed in proving term equality of \( a \) and \( b \) can be given by the following algorithm. Each step in the table is executed only if equality has not yet been proven.

1. Is \( a = b \) (trivially)?
2. Search assumption list for a proof of \( a = b \) (an entry with value eq_proof)
3. If not equal, search for a proof of \( b = a \) (symmetry)
4. If not equal, search for a proof of \( a = c \) and \( c = b \) (also allow for symmetry)
5. Look for applicable term equality rule to simplify the problem
6. Repeat 1. to 5. until either equal or no rule is found
7. Reduce both \( a \) and \( b \) (only one layer)
8. If \( a \neq b \) then
   if \( a \) and \( b \) are in normal form,
   \( a \neq b \)
else
   goto 1.

5.33 Verification Meta-Types

Two internal type-like objects are used during verification: \texttt{type} and \texttt{unknown}. \texttt{Type} is used to test type
well-formedness (first judgment of ITT), whereas checking that an expression satisfies the unknown type corresponds to extracting the expression's type from context. If this is not possible, the verification fails. The unknown type is equivalent to the union of all universes, a concept which can not be formulated since ITT cannot generalize over universes.

The verification meta-types are not allowed in the source language (Brouwer) since this would compromise the constructive character of the theory. However, using them during verification is valid because they replace the judgments of ITT.

5.4 General Verification Strategy

The inference rules presented in chapter 3 have the form:

\[
\frac{A_1 \quad A_2 \quad \ldots \quad A_n}{C}
\]

Verifying that C is valid consists of checking that all A_i are true. For example, consider the function type formation rule.
Given an expression \((x:A) \rightarrow B\), both \(A\) and \(B\) must be valid

type expressions. The verification rules for types, objects
and evaluators are derived from the rules for type
formation, introduction and elimination, respectively.
However, verification is not simply a matter of 'reversing'
the inference rules. Since substitution of equal terms
preserves meaning, it is necessary to check equivalent type
and element expressions when verifying the inference
conditions. Finally, an expression might not be in normal
form. Expressions should be evaluated until the judgment is
proven or disproven conclusively.

In practical terms, the program is partially evaluated
during the verification process. Indeed, since types are
computable objects, it may be necessary to evaluate \(x\) and \(A\)
to discover that \(x : A\).

5.5 Verification Rules

This section describes the rules used in the Brouwer
verifier. The functional programming language
\(\text{VML} \) (Verification Meta-Language) has been developed to describe
these rules in succinct terms. VML programs define
verification strategies for the ITT system.
5.51 VML Notation

A VML program is a sequence of requests to the verifier. Any request will either fail or succeed. In general, if a request fails, an error message is issued and the program is terminated. There are two exceptions to this rule, ('if' and 'or') as described below. For example, the statements

\[
\text{check}_A \equiv A :: \text{type} \\
\text{check}_B \equiv B :: \text{type}
\]

are equivalent to 'prove that A is a type, and then that B is a type'. If the first request fails, the second condition is never tested. However, if A is a valid type, then 'check_A' is bound to the deduced type and the second request is evaluated. The '==' operator binds names to values using lexical scoping rules. The only conditional form in VML is the if statement:

\[
\text{if condition then } \\
\text{succeed_part} \\
\text{else } \\
\text{fail_part} \\
\text{fi}
\]

If the condition succeeds, succeed_part is evaluated, otherwise fail_part is evaluated.
Logical connectives and and or (with lazy semantics) are available in VML. The if and or expressions are the only VML constructs to recover from failure. The only iteration construct in VML is the for loop, and it is of the form:

\[ \text{for } i := \text{low to high do} \]

\[ \text{request}_0 \]

\[ \vdots \]

\[ \text{request}_N \]

\[ \text{od} \]

The bounds of the loop (low and high) must be natural numbers. If any request in the body of the loop fails, the loop itself fails.

All of the ITT constructs are available in VML as data objects. Thus, an ITT program is treated as data by VML, allowing us to analyze its syntax.
5.52 VML Operators

The VML operators are:

::
Verify
=
Check for Equality of terms
==
Assign Name to Value
~
Match Pattern
≡
Check for Type Conformity
♀
Return Value
{x}
Add x to Assumption List
♀
Search Assumption List
*
Reduce
??
Signal Error

The VML expression a :: A is a request to the verifier to prove that a : A where A can be a meta-type: the value of a :: A is thus a type (if it succeeds). Since the VML program is a verifier, this is a recursive call. Checking for equal expressions is done with ' = ', and A = B is shorthand for (itt_eq assump_list A B) (see section 5.32).

The request 'A ~ B' succeeds if A is an object whose structure matches the pattern B. If ' ~ ' succeeds, then all identifiers of B are bound to components of A and these are visible to all successive requests at the current scoping level. For example, the request

(((x:A) -> N) x . N) ~ (y x z)

succeeds and y = (x:A) -> N and z = . N, since the expression has the form of a tuple type.
The operator '◊' is an explicit return mechanism for a WML value. It also provides visual cues by labelling program exit points. Adding knowledge to the assumption list is done with the '{ }' operator. Any information added to the assumption list in this manner is only visible to the current request.

```
a :: hello {x : B}
y :: D
```

In the second request, the information {x : 'B} is not visible. The '{ }' operator automatically renames all variables which are previously known to avoid variable capture.

Searching the assumption list is done with the '{' operator. For example, (name x){ type searches through the list for an entry with name x and extracts the type of the entry.

The monadic operator '* reduces its parameter to normal form: *(λ(x:N).x) (4) ----> 4. The operator '=' checks for type conformity: the type A conforms to B if the following WML program succeeds (in the sense defined above). Note that B can be a type or a meta-type.
if B = unknown then
  \diamond A
else
  if B = type then
    redtype == \star A
    (redtype \sim (x:D) \rightarrow E) or
    (redtype \sim (x:D) \times E) or
    (redtype \sim D + E). or
    (redtype \sim Eq (A,a,b)) or
    (redtype \sim N) or
    (redtype \sim N_1) or
    (redtype \sim U_1)
  else
    if A = B then
      \diamond A
    else
      ??
  fi
fi

The '?' operator always fails. It emits an appropriate error message (deduced from context) and returns. WML functions have the form:

```
function NAME (par1 ... parn)
  body
end
```

The parameterless function 'gensym' is used to generate unique variable names. While this feature may seem imperative, it is implemented by lazy evaluation.

### 5.53 The Brouwer Verifier in WML

The WML version of the Brouwer verifier is a recursive function with header:
function verify (spec exp)

All verification rules will be expressed as VML program segments and the assumption list mechanism is implicit. The program exp is totally correct with respect to spec if a return expression is successfully evaluated and the program terminates. Note that since exp and spec are in the function header, they are visible to all requests in the body of verify.

Variables

if exp ~ x then
  vartype == (name x)↑type
  vartypespec

If the expression is a variable, its type is extracted from the assumption list and compared with the supplied specification.

Lexical Scoping

The information the let construct contains in its explicit binding and value is type checked and inserted into the assumption list.
if \( \text{exp} \sim \text{let} \ (\text{value}, \ (\text{var} : \text{vartype}) \ \text{expression}) \ \text{then} \)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{boundtype} & \equiv \text{if vartype = unknown then} \\
& \quad \Diamond \text{unknown} \\
& \quad \text{else} \\
& \quad \Diamond \text{vartype :: type} \\
& \text{fi} \\
\text{boundtype} & \equiv \text{value :: boundtype} \\
\Diamond \text{expression :: spec} & \sim \{\text{var} : \text{boundtype}\}
\end{align*}
\]

**Function Type**

The function type constructor is verified using the formation rule. There are three possibilities for valid specifications: **type**, **unknown** or some universe type. All three are handled by the following WML program segment. Note that the order of the conditions on an if expression is important: since the logical connective or is lazy, it is much more efficient to check for 'spec = unknown' before the universe match. The utility function **check unives** finds the smallest universe in which a given ITT type constructor, with domain A and range B, can exist.

if \( \text{exp} \sim (x:A) \rightarrow B \ \text{then} \)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if spec = type then} \\
\text{boundtype} & \equiv A :: \text{type} \\
\text{restype} & \equiv B :: \text{type} \sim \{x:A\} \\
\Diamond (x:\text{boundtype}) & \rightarrow \text{restype} \\
\text{else} \\
\text{if (spec = unknown) or (*spec \sim U_n) then} \\
\Diamond \text{check unives (spec A B)} \\
\text{else} \\
?? \\
& \text{fi} \\
& \text{fi}
\end{align*}
\]
Function Object

The function object is verified according to its introduction rule.

\[
\text{if } \text{exp} \sim \lambda(x:A).b \text{ then}
\]

\[
\text{if } \text{spec} = \text{unknown then}
\]
\[
\text{domtype} \equiv A :: \text{type}
\]
\[
\text{rantype} \equiv b :: \text{unknown} \{x : \text{domtype}\}
\]
\[
\Diamond (x : \text{domtype}) \rightarrow \text{rantype}
\]

\[
\text{else}
\]
\[
\text{if } *\text{spec} \sim (y:C) \rightarrow D \text{ then}
\]
\[
\text{checkdoms} \equiv A = C
\]
\[
\text{restype} \equiv b :: D \{x : A, y : C\}
\]
\[
\Diamond (y : C) \rightarrow \text{restype}
\]

\[
\text{else}
\]
\[
??
\]
\[
fi
\]

fi

Function Application

\[
\text{if } \text{exp} \sim c(a) \text{ then}
\]
\[
\text{funcytype} \equiv c :: \text{unknown}
\]
\[
\text{if } \text{funcytype} \sim (x:A) \rightarrow B \text{ then}
\]
\[
\text{checkarg} \equiv a :: A
\]
\[
\Diamond B[a/x] \equiv \text{spec}
\]

\[
\text{else}
\]
\[
??
\]
\[
fi
\]

Tuple Type

\[
\text{if } \text{exp} \sim (x:A) \times B \text{ then}
\]
\[
\text{if } \text{spec} = \text{type then}
\]
\[
\text{boundtype} \equiv A :: \text{type}
\]
rangep тип = B :: type {x : bound тип}
◇ ⟨x : bound тип⟩ × rangetype
else
   if (spec = unknown) or (*spec ~ \( U_\infty \)) then
      ◇ check_univs (spec A B)
   else
      ??
   fi
fi

Tuple Object

if exp ~ (a, b) then
   if spec = unknown
      domtyp = a :: unknown
      ran typ = b :: unknown {a : domtyp}
      ◇ ⟨a : domtyp⟩ × ran typ
   else
      if *spec ~ ⟨x : A⟩ × B then
         check1 = a :: A
         check2 = b :: B [a/x] {a : A}
         ◇ *spec
      else
         ??
      fi
fi

Tuple Split

if exp ~ split (tuple, ⟨x : A⟩ ⟨y : B⟩ e) then
   xtype = if A = unknown
      ◇ A
   else
      ◇ A :: type
   fi
   ytype = if B = unknown
      ◇ B
   else
      if xtype = unknown
         ◇ xtype
      else
         ??
      fi
\[ B :: \text{type} \{ x : A \} \]
\[ \text{fi} \]
\[ \text{fi} \]
\[ \text{tuptype} \equiv \text{if} \ (\text{ xtype} = \text{unknown}) \ \text{or} \ (\text{ytype} = \text{unknown}) \ \text{then} \]
\[ \diamond \text{unknown} \]
\[ \text{else} \]
\[ \diamond (x:A) \times B \]
\[ \text{fi} \]
\[ \text{tuptype} \equiv \text{tuple :: tuptype} \]
\[ \text{if} \ *\text{tuptype} \sim (z:C) \times D \ \text{then} \]
\[ \text{extype} \equiv \ e :: \text{unknown} \{ x : C, y : D[x/z] \} \]
\[ \text{extype} \equiv \text{extype} [\text{tuple} / (x,y)] \]
\[ \text{extype} \equiv \text{extype} [\text{split} (\text{tuple}, (x:A)(y:B)x)/x] \]
\[ \text{extype} \equiv \text{extype} [\text{split} (\text{tuple}, (x:A)(y:B)y)/y] \]
\[ \diamond \text{extype} \equiv \text{spec} \]
\[ \text{else} \]
\[ ?? \]
\[ \text{fi} \]

\textbf{Free Union Type}

\[ \text{if} \ \text{exp} \sim A + B \ \text{then} \]
\[ \text{if} \ \text{spec} = \text{type} \ \text{then} \]
\[ \text{checkA} \equiv A :: \text{type} \]
\[ \text{checkB} \equiv B :: \text{type} \]
\[ \diamond \text{checkA} + \text{checkB} \]
\[ \text{else} \]
\[ \text{if} \ (\text{spec} = \text{unknown}) \ \text{or} \ (*\text{spec} \sim U_n) \ \text{then} \]
\[ \text{univ1} \equiv A :: \text{spec} \]
\[ \text{univ2} \equiv B :: \text{spec} \]
\[ \diamond \text{check_univs} (\text{spec univ1 univ2}) \]
\[ \text{else} \]
\[ ?? \]
\[ \text{fi} \]
\[ \text{fi} \]
Selection of First Free Union

if \text{exp} \sim \text{or1 (alt)} \text{ then}

\text{if spec = unknown then}
\text{or1type} = \text{alt :: unknown}
\Diamond \text{or1type + unknown}
\text{else}

\text{redspec} = *\text{spec}
\text{if redspec} \sim \text{A + B then}
\text{check} = \text{alt :: A}
\Diamond \text{redspec-}
\text{else}
\text{??}
\text{fi}
\text{fi}

The selection of the second alternative (\text{or2 (alt)}) has similar verification rules.

Case Expression

if \text{exp} \sim \text{case (c, (x:A) d, (y:B) e) then}

\text{checkA} = \text{A :: type}
\text{checkB} = \text{B :: type}
\text{crttype} = \text{c :: A + B}
\text{or1type} = \text{d :: unknown}
\{ x : \text{CheckA} \}
\text{or2type} = \text{e :: or1type [or2(y)/or1(x)]}
\{ y : \text{CheckB} \}
\Diamond \text{or1type [c / or1(x)]} \equiv \text{spec}.

Finite Type

if \text{exp} \sim N_n \text{ then}
\text{if spec = type then}
\Diamond \text{exp}
\text{else}
\text{if spec} \sim U_n \text{ then}
\Diamond \text{U_0}
\text{else}
Zero Object

if exp ≈ 0 then
  if (spec = unknown) or (*spec ≈ N) then
    N
  else
    if *spec ≈ N then
      check == 0 < n
      N
    else
      ??
    fi
  fi
fi

Successor Object

The function 'checkfornum' is a multiple-valued function which transforms ITT naturals into WML integers, for the purpose of verification. The ITT expression 'exp' is analysed to determine the number of times that the successor operation has been applied. This count is returned as 'num', and the remaining sub-expression becomes 'rest'. Clearly, if exp is a natural number, 'exp' is zero and 'num' is the number.

if exp ≈ arg'. then
  (rest num) == checkfornum (exp 0)
  redspec == *spec
  if redspec = N then
    if rest = 0 then
      N
else
  \( \text{rest} :: N \)
fi

else
  if \( \text{redspec} \sim N_i \) then
    \( \text{check} == \text{num} < i \)
    if \( \text{rest} = 0 \) then
      \( \text{spec} \)
    else
      \( \text{check} == \text{rest} :: N_i \cdot \text{num} \)
      \( \text{spec} \)
    fi
  else
    if \( \text{spec} = \text{unknown} \) then
      \( \text{restyp} == \text{rest} :: N \)
      \( \text{N} \)
    else
      \( \text{restyp} == \text{rest} :: \text{unknown} \)
      \( \text{restyp} == \text{restyp} = N_i \cdot \text{N}_i \cdot \text{num} \)
    fi
  fi
fi

\textbf{Ncase Expression}

if \( \text{exp} \sim \text{ncase} \{ c, \text{alt}_0, \ldots, \text{alt}_{n-1} \} \) then
  \( \text{checkcrit} == c :: N_n \)
  \( \text{redspec} == \text{*spec} \)
  for \( i := 0 \) to \( n-1 \) do
    if \( \text{alt}_i \sim \text{alt} \{ (x : A) e \} \) then
      \( \text{checkA} == A = N \)
      \( \text{checke} == e :: \text{redspec} \{ x : N_n \} \)
    else
      ??
    fi
  od
  \( \text{redspec} \)
Natural Type

if exp ~ N then
  if spec = type then
    \( N \)
  else
    if (spec = unknown) or (*spec ~ U_i) then
      \( U_0 \)
    else
      ??
    fi
  fi
fi

Natural Loop

if exp ~ loop (c, d, (x:A) (y:B) e) then

  cisnet == c :: N
  checkx == A = N
  lptyp == B :: type [x : N]
  checkd == d :: lptyp [0/x]
  checke == e :: lptyp [x'/x] [x : N, y : lptyp]
  \( \diamond lptyp [c / x] \) spec

Equality Type

if exp ~ Eq (A, a, b) then

  checkA == A :: type
  checka == a :: A
  checkb == b :: A

  if spec = type then
    \( \diamond \) exp
  else
    if (spec = unknown) or (*spec ~ U_i) then
      univA == A :: spec
      \( \diamond \) univA
    else
      ??
    fi
fi

Equality Element

if exp ~ eq_proof then
    if (spec = type) or (spec = unknown) then ??
    else
        redspec == *spec
        if redspec ~ Eq (A, a; b) then
            checkA == A :: type
            checkeq == a = b
            redspec
        else ??
    fi
fi

Universes

if exp ~ U_n then
    bigU == if spec ~ U_i then U_i
    else
        if spec = unknown then U_{n+1}
        else
            if spec = type then U_n
            else ??
        fi
    fi

checkU == n < i
    bigU
Chapter 6

Compiling Constructive Logic

This chapter describes the source to source transformation scheme developed to translate Constructive logic into LISP code.

6.1 Source to Source Transformations

The process of translating programs written in a given language (the source language) into programs written in another language (the target language) is called a source to source transformation. The term 'compilation' corresponds to the mapping of high-level to low-level programs. The translation of ITT constructs into LISP cannot be called a compilation because ITT types are not representable as LISP code. The transformation process makes all type-related information inaccessible, lessening the expressive power of the resulting code. However, types are specifications in ITT, and a computable specification must be evaluated during verification: once the program is verified, there is no need for types since these are typically used for run-time checks.

The orthogonal structure of LISP objects (both data and
programs are represented by lists and the 'quote' feature, which allows explicitly unevaluated programs to be manipulated, makes LISP an ideal candidate for the implementation of a program transformer [BM80].

6.2 Mechanism for Lazy Evaluation

As seen in Chapter 3, theITT system uses normal order reduction to evaluate expressions. Since the LISP system relies on applicative order, the required reduction order must be enforced artificially to preserve meaning in the translation from ITT to LISP. To simulate normal order reduction, the evaluation of LISP expressions is postponed. This is similar to the call-by-name parameter passing mechanism of ALGOL, with the important difference that an expression's normal form is only computed once. This evaluation mechanism is aptly named call-by-need or lazy evaluation.

Delaying the evaluation of a LISP expression is done by embedding it in a parameterless function: (lambda () (expression)). To evaluate the expression, the function is called with no arguments, i.e.,

(((lambda () (expression))) ==(expression)),

the LISP system evaluates the result in the usual fashion.
A special data structure called a SLOTH is defined as

```
(defrec /SLOTH DONE ACTION)
```

where `DONE` is a flag indicating whether `ACTION` is in canonical form. A LISP macro `DELAY` builds SLOTHs out of arbitrary expressions, e.g.

```
(delay '(add 1 2)) = [sloth nil PROC].
```

where `PROC` indicates a LISP function with the corresponding code. The SLOTHs are evaluated with the functions URGE and FORCE. URGE is a function which evaluates a SLOTHed expression one level at a time, setting the corresponding DONE flag to `t`.

```
(urge '[[SLOTH nil [SLOTH nil (lambda () exp)]]
      = [SLOTH nil (lambda () exp)]
```

The function FORCE takes a SLOTH and applies URGE to it until the result is no longer delayed.

```
(define force /lambda (exp)
   /if (is sloth exp)
      (force /urge exp)
      exp)
```

It may be necessary to apply URGE several times to find the normal form of the expression since it is common to delay
expressions several times before evaluating them (see Translation Rules).

6.3 Logic to LISP Translation Rules

When a declaration is verified, the assumption list has an entry of the form `[type name value]` where `name` is the newly defined identifier. Since no run-time checks are performed, only the value is relevant during translation. The definition is installed in the LISP environment by

```
(EVGLOBAL `(define NAME
            `(delay /ITT_TO_LISP VALUE
```

where `ITT_TO_LISP` is the function performing the source-to-source transformations. The translation rules are of the general form:

```
[ITT construct]
   -->
   (equivalent LISP code).
```

The LISP code is quoted (unevaluated) if the symbols used are lower-case letters. Upper-case letters are used to denote code evaluated during translation, e.g.
It is a simple matter to transform these into LISP integers. Since the only constants in ITT are natural numbers of the form [suc [suc [suc ... [zero]]]], ITT variables are simply translated directly into LISP identifiers since both ITT and LISP enforce lexical scoping.

6.31 Variables, Constants and Types

hello-world == ([ITT_TO_LISP [suc [zero]]])

lists are unevaluated in the generated code. In the above example, ITT_TO_LISP expression is a call to the translation routine with the lower-case letters indicate the code actually produced by the translation process. If any auxiliary definitions or computations are needed during the translation of any construct, these are indicated by binding a lexically scoped identifier with the desired value, as in

let var expression

type-valued expressions are translated into 'nil. The lexical scoping mechanism introduced by the let expression is translated by the rule:

\[
\text{[let value [abstract [binding type variable] expression] ]} \\
\text{---\rightarrow} \\
\text{(let \text{variable } (\text{delay \text{ITT_TO_LISP value}}) \text{ value)}} \\
\text{\text{(force /ITT_TO_LISP expression}})\text{) }
\]

6.32 Functions

The ITT function object has an obvious translation:

\[
\text{[lambda [abstract [binding type \text{x}] body] ]} \\
\text{---\rightarrow} \\
\text{(lambda (\text{x}) (\text{ITT_TO_LISP body}}))\text{). }
\]

Functional application (function calling) also benefits from a rather trivial translation rule:

\[
\text{[apply function argument] } \\
\text{---\rightarrow} \\
\text{\text{((force /ITT_TO_LISP function)}} \\
\text{\text{(delay /ITT_TO_LISP argument}}))\text{). }
\]
The function is FORCED during the applicative call, but it is not necessary to evaluate the argument.

6.33 Tuples

Rules for tuple objects and the tuple evaluator 'split' follow.

[tuple first second]

\[\Rightarrow\]

(cons (ITT_TO_LISP first) (ITT_TO_LISP second))

The list is the natural translation of the tuple construct since the tuple operators 'head' and 'tail' are direct equivalents to car and cdr.

[split tuple [abstract [binding xtype x] [abstract [binding ytype y] expression]]]

\[\Rightarrow\]

LISP_PAIR == (force /ITT_TO_LISP tuple)

(let x (delay /car LISP_PAIR)
 /let y (delay /cdr LISP_PAIR)
 /ITT_TO_LISP expression
)

The line 'LISP_PAIR == (ITT_TO_LISP tuple)' indicates that this is performed at translation time. The combination (delay ("operation" (force object))) is used to postpone the
evaluation of object.

6.34 Free Unions

The disjunction objects of ITT use special alternative constructs which are abstractions (in the sense of chapter 3). The rules of translation are:

[first alternative]

\[ \text{[first alternative]} \rightarrow \]

(cons nil /ITT_TO_LISP alternative)

and

[second alternative]

\[ \text{[second alternative]} \rightarrow \]

(cons t /ITT_TO_LISP alternative).

The disjunction evaluator (case expression) becomes:

[case criterion alter1 alter2]

\[ \text{[case criterion alter1 alter2]} \rightarrow \]

CRIT_VAR == (GENSYM)

(let CRIT_VAR (delay /ITT_TO_LISP criterion)
  /if (car /force CRIT_VAR)
    (TRANSLATE_ALT CRIT_VAR alter1)
    /TRANSLATE_ALT CRIT_VAR alter2)

where (GENSYM) returns a unique atom and the function TRANSLATE_ALT accepts an alternative and builds
corresponding LISP code.

(define translate_alt /lambda (crit alt)
  /match alt (make_alt (make_binding x var) exp)
    (let lisp_exp (itt_to_lisp_exp)
        /if (not /freen var exp)
          (list 'delay lisp_exp)
        /list 'delay
        /list 'let var
          (list 'cdr /list 'force crit)
          lisp_exp
    )
  )
/signal_error
)

6.35 Finite Types

The ncase expression of ITT uses the same alternative construct as the disjunction, and translate_alt plays an important role here.

[ncase criterion alternatives]

--->

CRIT_VAR  == (GENSYM)

(let CRIT_VAR (delay /ITT_TO_LISP.criterion)
  /cxr (force CRIT_VAR)
  /hunk (TRANSLATE_ALT CRIT_VAR alt0)
    (TRANSLATE_ALT CRIT_VAR alt1)
  )
/TRANSLATE_ALT CRIT_VAR altn

This is a similar process to the simple disjunction case: each alternative is translated into LISP code and stored
into the hunk. Executing an alternative of the ncase expression simply involves indexing the hunk with the value of the criterion. There are also the simple special cases where the number of alternatives is 0 or 1.

6.36 Successor Function on Naturals

A call to the successor function 'succ' is translated using the same transformation as a natural constant. The code for this transformation is given below:

```plaintext
(define check_for_num /lambda (exp_count)
  /let (exp_count) exp_count
  /match exp (make_zero)
    (hunk nil count)
  /match exp (make_succ argument)
    (check_for_num /hunk argument
     /add 1 count)
  /signal_error
)
```

The function check_for_num accepts a hunk of size 2, where the first field is an ITT expression, and the second is an integer (initialized to 0). The line 'let (exp count) exp_count' binds the names exp and count with the first and second fields of exp_count. If the zero construct is found during translation, then check_for_num returns [nil count], indicating that the expression has been translated completely. If this is the case, the function was supplied
with a constant, and count is the LISP integer form of the constant. If the expression is of the form [succ exp], then translation continues and the number of recursive calls is accumulated. The translation rule for the successor function then becomes:

\[\text{[succ argument]}\]
\[\implies\]
\[
\text{LET (REST INCR) = (CHECK_FOR_NUM /HUNK expression 0)}\]
\[
\text{IF (NULL REST)}\]
\[
\text{INCR (add INCR /force /ITT_TO_LISP rest)}\]

6.37 Loop Construct

This ITT construct is the most interesting one to translate into LISP since it permits certain optimizations to be performed. Because there is no GOTO function in our dialect of LISP, a loop corresponds to a local tail-recursive function. The general translation of the loop is
[loop count first [abstract [binding nat index]
[abstract [binding restype result
[next_val]]]]

(delay /labels (/LOOPNAME
\lambda (BOUNDVAR)
/TESTFORZERO
/let index FORCECOUNT
/let result (/LOOPNAME index)
/LISPNEXT
)
)/LOOPNAME /delay /ITT_TO_LISP count

Since types disappear during the translation process, restype is not used. The row of the truth-table representing the status (free or bound) of index and result in the next_val expression indicates the applicable translation rule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREEIN</th>
<th>next_val</th>
<th>index</th>
<th>result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 0      | 0        | 0     | (if (= count 0)
|        |          |       | first
|        |          |       | next_val)
| 0      | 1        | 0     | full loop without index references
| 1      | 0        |       | (if (= count 0)
|        |          |       | first
|        |          |       | next_val [(count-1)/index])
| 1      | 1        |       | full loop

The loop translation algorithm is described incrementally. If count is zero, then no loop is needed and the LISP code is simply (ITT_TO_LISP first). If count is not obviously equal to 0, the status of index and result is established.
INDEXUSED  == (PREBIN index next_val)
RESULTUSED == (PREBIN result next_val)

As can be seen from the table, if the result is not used then no recursive function should be generated. This rule controls the value of BOUNDVAR, the potential formal parameter of the loop.

BOUNDVAR == (IF RESULTUSED (GENSYM) count)

The generated code segment which corresponds to the first Natural Equality rule (test for zero) is:

TESTFORZERO (if (int_eq 0
	(force /ITT TO LISP BOUNDVAR)
(delay /ITT TO LISP first)

When index is used, all occurrences of [succ index] in next_val are replaced by the formal parameter to the loop, thereby avoiding adding 1 only to subtract 1 right away. The following code segment also handles changing [succ index] to 'count - 1' when result is not used.

INDEXUSED == (AND INDEXUSED
	/PROGN (SUBST BOUNDVAR
	(MAKE SUCC index)
	next_val)

/PREBIN index next_val

If result is not used, the translation will be a simple 'if'
expression.

(APPEND TESTFORZERO
  //delay
  //IF (NOT INDEXUSED)
  (ITT_TO_LISP next_val)
  //ITT_TO_LISP /SUBST
  (MAKE_PRED count)
  index
  next_val

)"

Here MAKE_PRED is a predecessor function on naturals, which is well-defined since count is greater than 0. Since the loop is a function, a unique name is generated. The following declarations are needed.

LOOPNAME == (GENSYM)
DECCOUNT == (sub (force BOUNDFVAR) 1)
LISPNEXT == (delay /ITT_TO_LISP next_val)

Finally, the full loop is built by the following code segment.

(labels (/LOOPNAME
  /lambda (BOUNDVAR)
  /APPEND TESTFORZERO
    //IF INDEXUSED
    (let index FORCECOUNT
      /let result (LOOPNAME index)
      LISPNEXT
    )
    /let result (LOOPNAME DECCOUNT)
    LISPNEXT
  )
  /LOOPNAME
  /delay /ITT_TO_LISP count
)
6.3 A Sample Translation

A short example is used to demonstrate the translation process. Consider the addition function, written in Brouwer.

```
function (A : natural)
  function (B : natural)
    loop to B giving (SUM : natural)
    zero -> A,
    succ I -> (SUM)
  end,
end.
```

This function is (rather trivially) translated into intermediate ITT equivalent code:

```
[lambda [abstract [binding Nat A]
  lambda [abstract [binding Nat B]
    loop B A [abstract [binding Nat I]
      abstract [binding Nat SUM]
        [succ SUM]]]])
].
```

Since translation into LISP proceeds inwards from the outermost brackets, the first rule to be used pertains to the function object. This rule is applied to each function.

```
(lambda (A)
     /ITT_TO_LISP [lambda ...
      ]
)
```
(lambda (A)
    (lambda (B)
      /_ITP_TO_LISP [loop ... ]
    )
)

The next rule to be invoked performs loop translation. Checking for free occurrences of A and B in [succ SUM] is done. The bound variable of the loop and the test for zero are generated.

INDEXUSED == nil
RESULTUSED == t
BOUNDVAR == q_4532
TESTFORZERO == (if (int eq 0 /force q_4532)
                      (delay A)
                  )

The next step involves generating the loop name, the count decrement and the translation of [suac SUM].

LOOPNAME == q_4533
DECOUNT == (sub (force q_4533) 1)
LISPNEXT == (delay /add 1 /force sum)

The LISP version of the loop in the form:

(labeled (q_4533
            /lambda (q_4533)
            /if (int eq 0 /force q_4532)
                       (delay A)
                /let result (q_4533
                    /sub (force q_4532) 1)
                            /delay /add 1 /force SUM
            )
            )

q_4533 /delay B
Chapter 7

Conclusion

It has been demonstrated that the Brouwer Program Verifier described in this thesis properly checks for total correctness of applicative programs. Clearly, significant implications include the attainment of improved program reliability and a close mapping of computer programs and their underlying mathematical theory. Formal verification of programs has been the focus of intense research efforts in recent years, and several programming languages have been developed with the aim of proving programs (ADA [Ada81], ALPHARD [ALP81]).

The Brouwer Program Verifier has Intuitionistic Type Theory as its mathematical foundation. The task of verifying total correctness is therefore much simplified because the underlying formal system provides great computational versatility without the use of non-terminating constructs.

Brouwer is a prototypical system and certainly cannot compete with established verifiers like the Stanford Pascal Verifier, but it proves a far stronger property, namely that any correct program terminates. Systems based on ITT or
variants thereof include the PRL system at Cornell, which is an interactive specification system, and the proof construction system of the Programming Methodology Group at Göteborg.

While PRL is supported by fast symbolic processors (such as the LISP machine), the current version does not include all the types of ITT. In particular, PRL does not support high-order functions.

The system implemented by the PM group at Göteborg [Pet83] supports all of ITT's types, except well-orderings, but the type theoretical notation is used to formulate theorems and proofs. Their proof of the property of associativity of addition is more than three times as long as the corresponding proof in Brouwer. The reason is that no system-wide verification strategies are built into their system. The proof writer must spell out each and every step and the system simply informs him of illegal derivations.

In Brouwer, the verifier attempts to prove the program or theorem and accepts hints from the programmer at strategic points. Once the proof is written, the verification process is completely automatic.

This is not to say that Brouwer is the definitive verification system. The proof tactics employed are
appropriate to an experimental system but need to be refined before the system will be practical for large-scale software development.

In contrast to most other verification systems, Brouwer has a single notation for specifications, programs and proofs, thereby reducing the effort necessary to master all aspects of the system. Furthermore, the language's effective proof strategies minimize the amount of time spent coding specifications and proofs. Since the type theory is computational in nature, the potential for efficient execution of Brouwer programs is excellent. However, this would require a compiler specifically tuned to the unusual mix of high- and low-level constructs in the language.

The VML (Verification Meta-Language) has proven to be a useful tool for the description of verification rules. It is probable that the main concepts of VML would be found useful in describing other formal systems. This would provide a fruitful area for further research.

A complete verification system should include an extensible library of pre-verified modules and an interactive proof checker. A sophisticated version control system is necessary to guarantee integrity of programs throughout the software life cycle. One solution is to maintain a dependency graph relating library modules. This
graph would be used to determine when and where re-verification is necessary.

It has been suggested that a careful description of the hardware functions in Brouwer would enable the verification of certain assembly programs.

Another possibility is a hardware ITT machine. Lazy evaluation would be implemented by graph reduction algorithms written in microcode. Of course, imperative features would support the input and output operations. A similar machine has been developed for Turner's [Tur79] combinators: the SKIM machine [SK180].
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Appendix A.

LITHP: the Implementation Language

The LITHP language differs from standard LISP [McC80] in several ways. One important notational difference is the use of '/' to reduce the number of parentheses in a LITHP expression. The '/' character matches the closest unbalanced right parenthesis, and generates a new right parenthesis, e.g.

'(hello /out /there (world))

is equivalent to

'(hello . (out {there (world)}))

There are new data types and facilities: strings, array-like constructs, saved environments and macros. LITHP strings are denoted by

`%string_expr`

where string_expr is a sequence of ASCII characters. Certain characters are special (' ', '.', '&', etc.) and must be preceded by '&'. Various string-handling functions
are provided: predicates like \texttt{str_eq}, \texttt{str_lt} and \texttt{str_gt}, conversion functions like \texttt{char_to_int} and \texttt{int_to_char}, and several miscellaneous utilities.

An important feature is the concept of a \texttt{hunk}: a data structure whose size is fixed at definition time. The application (\texttt{new_hunk \ n}) returns a fresh hunk with \ n \ fields (LITHP pointers), indexed by values in the range \(0 \ldots n-1\). Selecting a particular component of a hunk is performed with the function \texttt{cxr}, e.g. \((\texttt{cxr} \ 0 / \texttt{hunk} 'a 'b) = a\). Hunks are ideal for hash tables, returning multiple values from functions and as jump tables for semantic actions.

The Brouwer semantic action routines are defined as a hunk containing LITHP code, with as many fields as there are productions in the Brouwer grammar. If the hunk \texttt{SEM\_ACTIONS} is defined as

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{(define SEM\_ACTIONS} \\
&\quad /\text{hunk} \quad (\lambda \text{} \text{action}\_0)
\quad (\lambda \text{} \text{action}\_1)
\quad \ldots
\quad (\lambda \text{} \text{action}\_N) \\
&\text{)}
\end{align*}
\]

then given a production number in the range \(0 \text{ to } N-1\), the expression \((\text{cxr PROD\_NUMBER SEM\_ACTIONS})\) performs the desired, semantic action.

There exists an \texttt{if} function in LITHP which has the
following form:

```
(if condition
  true_part
  false_part
)
```

where `true_part` is evaluated if `condition` is not `nil`; otherwise `false_part` is evaluated.

The LITHP dialect uses **lexical scoping** rules to control the visibility of variables. The `let` function binds a local name to a value and makes this name visible in the `let` body:

```
(let (var type) (check_type exp)
  (..... var .... type)
)
```

The function `check_type` must return a hunk of size 2. In the `let`'s body, `var` is bound to `(cxr 0 /check_type exp)` and `type` is bound to `(cxr 1 /check_type exp)`.

There is no `GOTO` function in LITHP, but it is possible to define local recursive functions with `LABEL` and `LABELS`:

```
(labels ((factorial /lambda (n)
  (/if (int_eq n 1)
    /null n /factorial /sub n 1
  )
))
```

The `LABELS` function is typically used to define local
mutually recursive functions.

Macros can be defined with the function DEFMAC and particularly useful ones are DEFREC and MATCH. The DEFREC macro builds a hunk whose first component is a tag, along with several functions:

(defrec (name slot1 slot2 ...) action).

This results in the construction of a function MAKE_name which can produce data structures with the required components, as well as a predicate function IS_name and accessing functions name_slot1, name_slot2, etc. Component values can be set by using functions like set_name_slot1. The action expression is used to describe any special storing mechanism used when MAKE_name is invoked.

The MATCH macro is a pattern matcher which can be used with all LISP objects.

(match greetings (cons hello goodbye)
 (true_exp)
 (false_exp)
)

An object matches the pattern iff it has the same structure. This allows us to bind local names with sub-expressions, and use these names in the true_exp. Obviously, these names are not defined if the supplied object does not match the
pattern. In the example given, if `greetings` was defined as `'(1 2 3 4)`, then `hello` would have value 1 and `goodbye` would have value `(2 3 4)` in `true_exp`.

An interesting feature of the LITHP system is that of saved worlds. The state of the system can be saved on a file, and the session continued at a later date. All information (including stack contents) is saved and can be restored, using the functions `SAVE_WORLD` and `RESTORE_WORLD`. The format of the save file depends on the size of the object code in the LITHP system: any change in the size of the executable image invalidates all previously saved worlds. Since installing the Brouwer system takes 40 minutes of CPU time on the average, it is highly desirable that the LITHP system be stable.

Another interesting feature (installed by the author) allows the LITHP system to perform any operating system command. A call to the operating system is disguised as a LITHP function, and a subprocess is spawned to run the VMS command interpreter.

The LITHP system is currently supported by an interpreter, and a compiler is being developed. We expect a large increase in the verifier's speed when compilation becomes available.
Appendix B

ITT Term Equality Rules.

The rules used to decide whether two ITT expressions are equal may be categorized as: general rules, substitution rules and object equality rules.

General Rules

Only the general rules for elements are given; the rules for the types are similar.

I. Symmetry

\[ a = b : A \]

\[ b = a : A \]

II. Transitivity

\[ a = b : A \]
\[ b = c : A \]

\[ a = c : A \]

III. Equality of Types

\[ a : A \]
\[ A = B \]

\[ a : B \]
Substitution Rules

\[ [x : A] \]
\[
\begin{align*}
  e &= c : A & B &= D \\
  \frac{}{B[a/x] = D[c/x]} \quad & \text{[x : A]} \\
  a &= c : A & b &= d : B \\
  \frac{}{b[a/x] = d[c/x]} : B[a/x]
\end{align*}
\]

Object Equality Rules

The general and substitution rules are sufficient to derive all of the object equality rules, if the requirement that variables be renamed to avoid variable capture is included. For example, the function type equality rule is

\[ [x : A] \]
\[
\begin{align*}
  A &= C & B &= D \\
  \frac{(x:A) \to B = (x:C) \to D}{(x:A) \to B} \\
\end{align*}
\]

and the function introduction equality is:

\[ [x : A] \]
\[
\begin{align*}
  b &= d : B \\
  \frac{\lambda(x:A).b = \lambda(x:A).d}{\lambda(x:A).b = \lambda(x:A).d : (x:A) \to B}
\end{align*}
\]
Appendix C

Description of Brouwer Syntax

This notation for syntax description is directly accepted as input by Dr. Boom's parser general ANAL. The following conventions are observed:

- Symbols appearing on the left-hand side of the colon (which must be non-terminals) are defined by the comma-separated sequences appearing on the right, the production being terminated with a period. The null production therefore appears as an isolated dot.

- Alternatives always appear as separate productions.

- Symbols enclosed in quotation marks are terminals as supplied by the lexical scanner.

---

-- Module Declaration Facility

START : MODULE LIST, ".".
MODULE LIST : MODULE LIST, MODULE.
MODULE_LIST : MODULE.

MODULE : MODULE HEAD, IMPORTS, EXPORTS, DECLARATIONS, PROPERTIES, "eludom".

-- Module Header (possibly with type).

MODULE HEAD : "MODULE", TYPE OR ID.
TYPE OR ID : TYPED ID.
TYPE_OR_ID : IDENT.

-- Declarations, with Imports and Exports.
IMPORTS : "import", IDENT_LIST.
IMPORTS :

EXPORTS : "export", IDENT_LIST.
EXPORTS :

-- Possible Module Declarations.
DECLARATIONS : DECLARATIONS, DECLARATION.
DECLARATIONS : DECLARATION.

DECLARATION : MODULE.
DECLARATION : "define", TYPED_ID,
              DECL_EXPR.

DECL_EXPR : "==", EXPRESSION.
DECL_EXPR :

-- Module Property Lists
PROPERTIES : "property", PROP_LIST.
PROPERTIES :

PROP_LIST : PROPERTY, ";", PROP_LIST.
PROP_LIST : PROPERTY.

PROPERTY : "prove", TYPED_ID, DECL_EXPR.

--- Basic Primitive Types.
 P_TYPE : "void".
P_TYPE : "unity".
P_TYPE : "boolean".
P_TYPE : "scalar", "(" IDENT_LIST, ")".
P_TYPE : "scalar", CONSTANT.
P_TYPE : "natural".
P_TYPE : "universe", CONSTANT.

-- Type Constructors (with priority And > Or > Func.)

TYPE : TYPE, "=" , FUN_TYPE.
TYPE : FUN_TYPE.

FUN_TYPE : FUN_TYPE, "->" , OR_TYPE. -- Function Type
FUN_TYPE : OR_TYPE.
OR_TYPE : OR_TYPE, "|", AND_TYPE. -- Free Union
OR_TYPE : AND TYPE.
AND_TYPE : AND_TYPE, "&", DEF_TYPE. -- Records
AND_TYPE : DEF_TYPE.

DEF_TYPE : "(" IDENT, "", OTH_TYPE, ")".
DEF_TYPE : OTH_TYPE.

OTH_TYPE : P.TYPE. -- Primitive Types.
OTH_TYPE : SIM_EXPR. -- Other Type Expressions

-- Brouwer Objects.

-- Local Definitions with Lexical Scoping.

LET_STAT : "let", TYPED ID, "==", EXPRESSION, "in", EXPRESSION, "end".

-- Function Object and Reference.

FUNCTION : "function", "(" FUN_ARGS, ")", EXPRESSION, "end".

FUN_ARGS : FUN_ARGS, ";", ARGUMENT.
FUN_ARGS : ARGUMENT.
ARGUMENT : IDENT LIST, "", TYPE.
FUNC_REF : FACTOR, "(" EXPRESSION, ")".

-- Tuple Object and Reference.

TUPLE : "[", TUPLE LIST "]".
TUPLE_LIST : TUPLE LIST, ",", EXPRESSION.
TUPLE_LIST : EXPRESSION.
TUPLE_LIST :

TUP_WITH : "with", EXPRESSION, "do", EXPRESSION, "od".
TUP_SPLIT : "split", EXPRESSION, "into", TUPLE, "in", EXPRESSION, "end".
TUP_REF : CLOSEURE, "" IDENT.

-- Disjoint Union Object and Reference.

CASE : "case", EXPRESSION, "of", CASE BODY, "esac".
CASE BODY : CASE BODY, ",", CASE CLAUSE.
CASE BODY : CASE CLAUSE.
CASE CLAUSE : TYPE OR ID, CASE_EXPR.
CASE_EXPR : "+-", EXPRESSION.
IF_EXPR : "if", EXPRESSION, "then", IF_PART, "else", IF_PART, "fi".
IF_PART : EXPRESSION.

-- Loop with Natural Number as Counter.
LOOP : LOOP_HEAD, RESULT_DEC, LOOP_BODY.
LOOP_HEAD : "loop", "to", EXPRESSION.
RESULT_DEC : "giving", TYPED_ID.
RESULT_DEC : .
LOOP_BODY : ZERO_PART, SUCC_PART.
ZERO_PART : "zero", CASE_EXPR, ",".
SUCC_PART : "succ", IDENT, CASE_EXPR, "end".

-- Brouwer Expressions.
EXPRESSION : TYPE. -- Basic Constructions
SIM_EXPR : SIM_EXPR, "".
SIM_EXPR : TERM.

TERM : TERM, "^", FACTOR.
TERM : FACTOR.

FACTOR : CLOSURE.
FACTOR : FUNC_REF.
FACTOR : TUP_REF.

CLOSURE : "(" EXPRESSION ",")".
CLOSURE : CONSTANT.
CLOSURE : IDENT.
CLOSURE : LOOP.
CLOSURE : TUPLE.
CLOSURE : TUP_WITH.
CLOSURE : TUP_SPLIT.
CLOSURE : LET_STAT.
CLOSURE : FUNCTION.
CLOSURE : IF_EXPR.
CLOSURE : CASE.

CONSTANT : "NUMBER".
IDENT : "IDENTIFIER".
IDENT_LIST : IDENT_LIST, ",", IDENT.
IDENT_LIST : IDENT.

TYPED_ID : IDENT, " ", TYPE.